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THIS IS JAPAN: TEACHER’S MANUAL

Unit theme SUpplementary activitieS

1 Knowing Me, Knowing You

2 My Hometown My hometown: Explaining Hiroshima

3 Japanese Food How to make Hiroshima-style Okonomiyaki

4

Mind Your Manners! 1. Chopstick Manners
2. Gift-giving in Japan
3. How to take a bath in a hot spring

5 Explaining Japanese Things Typically Japanese Bingo Worksheet

6 The Japanese Language

Review of units 1–6

7 Visiting Temples and Shrines Temples and Shrines Bingo Worksheet

8
The Traditional Japanese House 1. Traditional Japanese House Worksheet #1

2. Traditional Japanese House Worksheet #2

9
Special Days and Events 1. The Days of our Lives Boardgame

2. All Year Bingo Worksheet #1
3. All Year Bingo Worksheet #2

10
School and College Life 1. School Subjects (Vocabulary worksheet)

2. School Life (Vocabulary worksheet)
3. Kumi’s Experiences in Canada

11
Famous Japanese People

12 Japanese Movies & TV

Review of units 7–12

INTRODUCTION
From my own experience of using textbooks, I imagine that many teachers rarely get past page 
one of the teacher’s manual—and that’s fine! If you choose to leave us here, good luck, hope you 
enjoy the book! 

ERRORS IN THE TEXT
Although I’ve tried to avoid this wherever possible, with time some information may become out 
of date. Please try to make a positive out of this negative: challenge your class to find any factual 
errors. 

SHARE YOUR EXPERIENCES
Encourage students to share their experiences, but also be ready to share yours. Students love 
hearing about their teachers’ mistakes, experiences and embarrassments. How can you expect 
them to open up if you don’t?
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THIS IS JAPAN: A GENERAL OVERVIEW
this is Japan is designed to enable learners to explain aspects of Japanese culture and lifestyle. 
Each unit follows a similar, though not identical pattern. The main aim of the book is to facili-
tate as much in-class learner talking as possible. This requires that wherever possible, learners 
should prepare for the upcoming topic before class. 

Warm Up

Each unit begins with a two- or three-question warm up activity. These questions give learners 
an easy, manageable activity to start the lesson, while also providing a thematic introduction for 
the unit. 

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG

This section provides vocabulary that will be useful for subsequent activities.

BeFOre yOU liSten 

Provides a short question or questions with which to stimulate and focus interest in the listening 
activity.

liSteninG

The listening activity comprises a short conversation between Danny (a British student) and a 
member of his Japanese home-stay family, in which they talk about some of the issues that will 
be discussed by the learners later in the unit. Learners should listen to the conversations as often 
and as much as they can, as these conversations provide a template for tasks that appear later in 
the unit. The audio files are available on the MLH website: www.mlh.co.jp 

Teachers may make copies of the class CD or allow learners to download it to their MP3 players. 

Teachers may prefer to assign the listening section as an out-of-class activity, and focus on learn-
ers re-enacting the conversations in class. If this is the case, two options are available: 

(i) highly-structured practice: learners say and act the dialogues.

(ii)  loosely-structured practice: more competent learners may prefer to loosely recreate the dia-
logues using key words or selected sentences. 

In each case, learners should be encouraged to add appropriate vocalizations, interjections and 
‘backchannel’ comments. Suggestions include:

uh-huh mm-hmm yeah... right… really / really?

no.... I know... huh? ohh... uhm...

wow! mmm.... 

You may want to write the above list on the board, and model a few. Encourage students to ‘play’ 
with the sounds and get a feel for them. Care should be taken to avoid Japanese vocalizations 
such as the nasal agreement ‘un’, the rising exclamation of disbelief ‘heeeehhh’, the understanding 
(not laughing) ‘ha ha ha’, and the agreeing ‘sososo’. Hesitations and thinking pauses such as 
‘ehhto’ and ‘anooo’ should be replaced by ‘uhm’ and ‘hmmm’. This promotes awareness of the 
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need to be an active listener and greatly increases the naturalness and fluency of learners’ 
speech.

EVALUATION: Re-enacting the conversations is a good way to evaluate students’ oral skills at 
the end of the course. Such evaluation should be based on two criteria:

•  content (an ability to answer Danny’s questions and to explain relevant cultural points in 
sufficient depth).

•  fluency (an ability to express themselves smoothly, without undue hesitation, using appro-
priate intonation and—particularly in the non-speaker’s case—giving appropriate feedback).

Written tests are easily prepared using:

• key vocabulary (taken from the end of each unit)
 e.g. “How do you say o-soushiki in English?” 

• short definitions (taken from the glossary or from the text itself)
 e.g. “What’s o-miyamairi?” 

• longer definitions or questions, such as 
 e.g. “How did the goemonburo get its name?”

liSteninG checK

As mentioned above, the listening check following the conversation is designed to focus the 
learner’s listening. Learners should be encouraged to listen to the conversation as many times as 
needed.

SpeaKinG taSKS

The next stage of each unit introduces tasks, quizzes and games that are designed to facilitate 
talking about aspects of Japanese culture and lifestyle. Most are designed for pair work, some for 
groups of three (one learner asks a question, a second learner answers, and a third provides 
more detailed information, or asks a second, back-up question). These activities (and particu-
larly the bingo games in units 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11) offer a rich opportunity for meaningful commu-
nication through genuine information gaps. Encourage learners to avoid the temptation to 
complete the activities by simply giving one-word hints, or by using Japanese. Explanations 
should be as fulsome and detailed as possible.

BinGO GUiDance

•  Ensure that pairs have some distance between them, and that partners are seated face-to-face, 
to avoid looking at each other’s bingo sheet.

•  Make sure that learners are aware that, when trying to elicit a word from their partner, they 
need to give full explanations, not just one or two-word hints.

•  The easiest way to set up the bingo games is for learners to simply write the numbers 1–25 
randomly in the bingo grid. If, however, they wish to avoid flipping between the bingo page 
and the bingo word list at the back of the book, they may prefer to quickly make notes of the 
items in the grid too.

•  There may be some items on the bingo lists that learners are unfamiliar with, or unable to 
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explain. This mirrors real conversations with non-Japanese, in which learners will face ques-
tions for which they are unprepared. And even in normal games of bingo, sometimes your 
number doesn’t appear! Such is life.

Wrap Up With Danny

This final activity gives learners a chance to learn a little more about Danny’s life and experi-
ences. It also gives them the opportunity to communicate their own ideas, and gives teachers the 
chance to see which students are willing to ‘go the extra mile’ in using English.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary (see introductory General Overview)

At the end of each unit, draw learners’ attention to the ‘Get Ready’ section. The short questions 
in this section introduce key areas to be discussed in the following unit. Persuading learners to 
prepare their answers to these questions is highly recommended. 

SUpplementary activitieS 

As noted above, certain units in this teacher’s manual contain supplementary activities. These 
are designed to provide support and enable learners to familiarize themselves with the content 
of the ‘Speaking’ section. Most are more suitable to be used as preparatory homework, others 
may be used as classroom-based extension activities. 

tO the StUDentS  p. 4

Make sure that learners take some time to work through this page. If they take the advice, their 
performance in the various activities will considerably improve.

caSt OF characterS  p. 5

(1) Ask students to read about the main characters in ‘This is Japan’. 

(2)  Quiz the class with a ‘stand up/sit down’ quiz about the characters. Ask the class to close 
their books and stand up. Ask questions such as:

• What’s the homestay family’s name? (Harada)

• Who does Yukio work for? (JICA)

• What does JICA stand for? (Japan International Cooperation Agency)

• Who’s a great cook? (Maki)

• Who studied in Canada? (Kumi)

• How long did she spend there? (A year)

(3)  The student who answers a question correctly may sit down. In a large class it may be pref-
erable for two or more ‘partners’ to sit down for each correct answer.

(4)  Continue until all are seated, or before the activity becomes tedious.

(5)  Students may recreate the quiz with their partners, asking and answering 5 or 10 questions 
each.
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unit 1: KNOWING ME, KNOWING YOU

Warm Up p. 8

This is a short activity which may be done in small groups of three or four. Essentially it’s prepa-
ration for the later ‘Speaking 2’ activity on page 12.

BeFOre yOU liSten p. 9

1. Who does Danny look like?

 He looks like his mother.

2. Which ones are Danny’s sisters?

 The one with headphones, and the one with earrings.

liSteninG p. 9

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time, they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Once the listening aspects have been exhausted, learners should practice re-enacting the dia-
logues. (See ideas for this in the Introduction to this teacher’s manual.)

liSteninG checK p. 10

Ask learners to check their answers with a partner, using question and response.

a) Which one’s his father? He’s the tall one at the back. 

b) Which one’s his mother? She’s the one in the dark sweater. 

c) Which one’s his Gran? She’s the one next to Danny’s mum.

d) Which one’s his younger sister? She’s the one who likes sports.

e) Which one’s his older sister? She’s the one who’s good at art. 

f) Which one’s his friend? He’s the one who makes Danny laugh.

g) Which one’s his older sister’s fiancé? He’s the one with the earring.

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 10

Encourage learners to discuss the options in a conversational manner:
 “I think number six is the strange-looking one!”
 “Really? I think it’s probably number 3!”
 “Number five is definitely slim.”

The pictures match the adjectives as follows:

1. quiet-looking or shy 2. angry-looking 3. strange-looking
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4. spiky-haired 5. slim 6. friendly-looking or kind-looking

7. anxious-looking 8. talkative 9. long-haired

10. tall

SpeaKinG 1: SettinG Up the activity p. 11

Before starting this activity, draw learners’ attention to the chart on page 11. This language, 
particularly the use of ‘with’ will help them perform the activity.

(1)  Make groups of three, four or five, and ask members to number themselves, (1 to 3, 4 or 5). 
There should be roughly the same number of members in each group. 

(2)  Explain that each member will be questioned by their group for a period of about two min-
utes. The questions listed in ‘WARM UP’ on page 8 provide a useful framework. Variations 
such as “What circle do you belong to?” or “Where’s your home town?” should also be 
encouraged. 

(3)  The questioners should try to remember as much as they can of each member’s answers, but 
should limit note-taking to names and one other piece of information. Tell them that at a 
later stage, this information will be used to introduce their group’s members to other class-
mates. 

(4)  Starting with student number 1, the other members now begin to find out as much as they 
can about their peer by asking as many questions as possible, for a period of about two 
minutes. 

(5) In a large class, steps 1 & 4 may need to be repeated with new groups. 

(6)  While learners are questioning each other, write the following conversation framework on 
the board. 

 A: “Who’s that girl?”
 B: “Which one?”
 A: “The one (with) ……”
 B: “Which one?”
 A: “The one …… (-ing), …….” 
 B: “Oh, that’s Miyuki. She’s from Kobe and she likes skiing. She’s been to Korea.”

(7)  When each group has completed the questioning, make new groups of three or four. Mem-
bers should briefly introduce themselves to their new group. 

(8)  Ask learners to ask each other about classmates using the conversation framework on the 
board. It’s helpful if they ‘play dumb’ to the first response, in order to force their partner to 
give more identifying information. A vague or general first response will also facilitate more 
practice, for example:

 A: “Who’s that girl?”
 B: “Which one?”
 A: “The friendly-looking one with black hair
 B: “Which one?”
 A: “The one sitting at the back, near the window. She’s wearing a grey top.”
 B: “Oh, that’s Miyuki. She’s from Kobe and she likes skiing. She’s been to Korea.”

This activity may be repeated in subsequent weeks to ensure that members of the class become 
familiar with each other.
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SpeaKinG 2: talK aBOUt yOUr Family p. 12

Some learners may be hesitant to talk about their family, but it’s important to do so when mak-
ing new friends. Encourage them to open up, and explain that if they don’t reveal enough about 
themselves and their family they may appear unfriendly, or secretive, or both.

Pay special attention to:

•  the first question “What does your _____ do”, which refers to a person’s occupation, not 
their current activity.

•  the second question “What’s your _______ like?”. Learners may misunderstand this to be an 
inquiry about a person’s likes or dislikes (“What does _____ like?”) rather than their person-
ality (“What is _____ like?”).

•  the final question, which refers to physical appearance. Students may also want to ask “Who 
does your ______ look like”, and may, for fun, liken their family members either to them-
selves, or to famous people.

Wrap Up With Danny p. 13

This final activity gives learners a chance to learn a little more about Danny’s life and experi-
ences. It also gives them the opportunity to communicate their own ideas, and gives teachers the 
chance to see which students are willing to ‘go the extra mile’ in using English.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 13

This activity (found on page 88 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘My Home Town’. 
Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 2 Vocabu-
lary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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unit 2: MY HOMETOWN

Warm Up p. 14

What are the three most scenic places in Japan?

1)  Matsushima, a group of over 250 small islands in Miyagi prefecture, near Sendai (Tōhoku 
region). The islands are covered with pine trees, hence the name ‘pine islands’.

2)  Miyajima, (‘shrine island’) is in Hiroshima prefecture (Chūgoku region). The shrine’s huge 
torii gateway rests on the seabed about 150 metres from the main complex of the Itsukushima 
shrine.

3)  Amanohashidate (the ‘bridge to heaven’), is a 3.5-kilometre strip of land in Miyazu Bay, 
northern Kyōto prefecture. It’s covered with thousands of pine trees and in places is less than 
50 meters wide. 

Try to elicit some of the above information from learners by asking them questions, or post 
some of these facts on the board and elicit appropriate questions.

BeFOre yOU liSten p. 15

Many students will have heard of the world-famous football team, Manchester United. Manches-
ter is also known as the birthplace of Britain’s industrial revolution. Manchester is about 2 hours 
30 minutes north west of London, by train.

liSteninG  p. 15

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text. 

liSteninG checK (Note: the wording in question 3 differs slightly to that in the text book). p. 16

1. What’s Danny’s hometown famous for? 
 Silk (spinning and weaving)

2. Where does Danny usually take visitors? 
 Usually he shows them the countryside, or maybe goes for a walk, or visits a stately home.

3. Apart from Manchester, which 3 English cities did Danny mention? 
 Chester, Liverpool and London. 

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 16

1. There are lots of RICE FIELDS in Niigata.
2. There are lots of VOLCANOES in Kyūshū.
3. Small EARTHQUAKES are quite common in Tōkyō.
4. Kusatsu in Gunma prefecture has some popular HOT SPRINGS.
5. LANDSLIDES often cause problems in the rainy season.
6. The RAINY SEASON usually arrives in June.
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7. There are 47 PREFECTURES in Japan.
8. The Tōhoku region is a major AGRICULTURAL area.
9. Ise Jingū and Dazaifu Tenmangū are famous Shintō SHRINES.
10. Nara is famous for its historic Buddhist TEMPLES.
11. Shiga Kōgen is one of Japan’s most popular SKI RESORTS.
12. Kyūshū and Okinawa are the southernmost REGIONS of Japan.

SpeaKinG 1 p. 17

In pairs, learners should discuss and negotiate an ordered list that they can both agree on. Ask 
some sample questions, such as:

 “Is Hiroshima’s population bigger than Fukuoka’s?”
 “Is Nagoya smaller than Sapporo?”

City populations based on May 2008 estimates (source: Wikipedia, August 2010)

1. Tokyo (8.7 million) 2. Yokohama (3.6 million)
3. Osaka (2.6 million) 4. Nagoya (2.2 million)
5. Sapporo (1.8 million) 6. Kobe (1.5 million)
7. Kyoto (1.4 million) 8. Fukuoka (1.4 million)
9. Kawasaki (1.3 million) 10. Saitama (1.1 million)
11. Hiroshima (1.1 million) 12. Sendai (1 million)

SpeaKinG 2 p. 17

Encourage learners to give at least three items of information for each major city on the map:

(1) Tokyo (Tōkyō-to) is already described in the textbook.

(2) Yokohama (in Kanagawa prefecture) is famous for its
• Chinatown • tonkotsu soy ramen
• Bay Bridge & port

(3) Osaka (in Osaka) is famous for its
• Tenjin Festival • good food & friendly people
• castle and Kaiyūkan aquarium • comedy theatre

(4) Nagoya (in Aichi prefecture) is famous for its

• misokatsu • castle
• car industry (Toyota)

(5) Sapporo (in Hokkaidō) is famous for its

• Snow Festival • miso ramen and crab
• beer

(6) Kōbe (in Hyōgo prefecture) is famous for its 

• historical western houses (Ijinkan) • beef
• port • Chinatown

(7) Kyōto (Kyōto-fu) is famous for its

• temples and shrines • geisha
• Gion Festival
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(8) Fukuoka (in Fukuoka prefecture) is famous for its

• yatai (street food stalls) • (Hakata) ramen
• Dontaku & Yamakasa Festivals

(9) Kawasaki (in Kanagawa prefecture) is famous for its

• Kawasaki Daishi temple • Koreatown
• industrial history

(10) Saitama (in Saitama prefecture) is famous for its

• being a commuter town for Tokyo,  • senbei biscuits
• traditional handcrafts • Chichibu-yomatsuri Night Festival

(11) Hiroshima (in Hiroshima prefecture) is famous for its

• A-Bomb dome • Okonomiyaki 
• Miyajima shrine

(12) Sendai (in Miyagi prefecture) is famous for its

• Yosakoi & Tanabata Festivals • ox tongue dishes
• view of Matsushima Bay

SpeaKinG 3: tell yOUr partnerS aBOUt yOUr hOme tOWn p. 18

•  Be sure that students understand the finger counting system. This is NOT ‘paper-scissors-
stone’, only two, one or no fingers should be put out by the two partners. 

•  The quality of responses will benefit greatly from giving learners the supplementary activity 
‘My home town Hiroshima’ a week or two before class. 

•  Ensure that partner #1 asks the initial question (from the board), and that partner #2 asks a 
back-up question to get more information. Explain also that the speaker should always try to 
give reasonably detailed information (hence the benefit of the supplementary activity: MY 
HOME TOWN HIROSHIMA 

Wrap Up With Danny p. 19

This final activity gives learners a chance to learn a little more about Danny’s life and experi-
ences. It also gives them the opportunity to communicate their own ideas, and gives teachers the 
chance to see which students are willing to ‘go the extra mile’ in using English.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 19

This activity (found on page 89 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘Japanese Food’. 
Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 3 Vocabu-
lary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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Answers to Unit 2 Supplementary Activity
My Hometown: Explaining Hiroshima

As you may know, Hiroshima is world famous for being the first city to experience an atomic 
bombing. But there’s much more to know about Hiroshima. 

• ‘hiroshima’ means ‘wide island’. Hiroshima is situated on the delta of the Ōta river, in the 
south west of Honshū, the biggest of Japan’s four main islands.

• hiroshima city is in Hiroshima prefecture, the eleventh biggest prefecture in Japan. It is the 
biggest city in the Chūgoku region, with a population of over one million. The Hiroshima 
metropolitan area has a population of over 2 million.

• rivers and mountains. One of the city’s most attractive features are the rivers that split off 
from the River Ōta. (These smaller rivers are the Tenma, Honkawa, Motoyasu, Kyōbashi and 
Enko rivers). The city is quite flat and low-lying, but is surrounded by the mountains of the 
Chūgoku range.

• Seto inland Sea. The city is an important port on the Seto Inland Sea. (The Seto Inland Sea is 
surrounded by three of Japan’s four main islands, Honshū, Kyūshū and Shikoku). Hiroshima 
prefecture contains 138 islands on the Seto sea coast.

• Settlement. People have been living in Hiroshima since the 6th century, but the name Hiro-
shima and its original castle (often called Rijō, and popularly known as ‘Carp Castle’) date 
back to the end of the 16th century. The castle was destroyed in 1945, but was rebuilt in 
1958.

• local legends: motonari mōri, a 16th-century daimyō, called his three sons to urge them to 
work together. He showed them that one arrow alone could be easily broken, but three arrows 
together could not. The local football team, San Frecce Hiroshima, takes its name from this 
story. ‘San’ means three in Japanese, ‘frecce’ means ‘arrows’ in Italian. 

• the main industries of Hiroshima are carried out by companies such as Mazda (car making), 
Sharp (electronics), Molten and Mikasa (sports balls), and NKK (iron and steel goods).

• popular local products include needles, calligraphy brushes, sake, woodcraft, koto, butsudan 
and cloth. Hiroshima is also famous for cultivation of oysters and mikan (tangerines).

• local delicacies include oysters, okonomiyaki, momiji manjū (cakes containing sweet bean 
paste), and pickled vegetables.

• education. Hiroshima is a major centre of learning, with 12 four-year universities and 15 
junior (two year) colleges. 

• Famous sights and places of interest include Miyajima (one of Japan’s three most scenic 
sights), Sandankyo gorge, Mitaki temple, Hiroshima castle, Shukkeien (gardens), Peace 
Memorial Park and many others.
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• Sports. Hiroshima hosted the Asian Games in 1994, and is home to two nationally renowned 
sports teams, the Hiroshima Carp (baseball), and San Frecce (football). There are also plenty 
of opportunities for winter and summer sports.

• climate. Hiroshima enjoys a generally mild climate. Summers are hot and humid, winters are 
cold and dry. There are four seasons (plus the ‘rainy season’ in June/July and the ‘typhoon 
season’ in September). 

• culture and leisure. Hiroshima is well served with art galleries and concert halls. It is the 
home of the Hiroshima Flower Festival (every May) and the Hiroshima International Anima-
tion Festival. There are also plenty of shops and hotels in and around the city centre. 

the a-bomb. Hiroshima was the target of the first atomic bombing on August 6th 1945. It was 
chosen as a target because it was a military centre, and because its geographical location and 
lack of previous bomb damage made it easier for researchers to better study the effects of the 
explosion. 

• Sister cities: Hiroshima became an official ‘City of Peace’ in 1949, and is now twinned with 
six cities around the world: Honolulu (USA), Volgograd (Russia), Hanover (Germany), 
Chongqing (People’s Republic of China), Daegu (South Korea) and Montreal (Canada).
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Unit 2 Supplementary Activity
My Hometown: Explaining Hiroshima

As you may know, Hiroshima is world famous for being the first city to experience an atomic 
bombing. But there’s much more to know about Hiroshima. 

Match the following topic headings to the information below:

Climate Culture and leisure Education Famous sights
Hiroshima city Industries Local delicacies Local Legends 
Local products Rivers and mountains Seto Inland Sea Settlement 
Sister Cities Sports The A-bomb Hiroshima

• ‘  Hiroshima   ’ means ‘wide island’. Hiroshima is situated on the delta of the Ōta river, in 
the south west of Honshū, the biggest of Japan’s four main islands.

• _______________ is in Hiroshima prefecture, the eleventh biggest prefecture in Japan. It is 
the biggest city in the Chūgoku region, with a population of over one million. The Hiroshima 
metropolitan area has a population of over 2 million.

• _______________ One of the city’s most attractive features are the rivers that split off from 
the River Ōta. (These smaller rivers are the Tenma, Honkawa, Motoyasu, Kyōbashi and Enko 
rivers). The city is quite flat and low-lying, but is surrounded by the mountains of the 
Chūgoku range.

• _______________ The city is an important port on the Seto Inland Sea. (The Seto Inland Sea 
is surrounded by three of Japan’s four main islands, Honshū, Kyūshū and Shikoku). Hiro-
shima prefecture contains 138 islands on the Seto sea coast.

• _______________ People have been living in Hiroshima since the 6th century, but the name 
Hiroshima and its original castle (often called Rijō, and popularly known as ‘Carp Castle’) date 
back to the end of the 16th century. The castle was destroyed in 1945, but was rebuilt in 
1958.

• _______________ Motonari Mōri, a 16th-century daimyō, called his three sons to urge them 
to work together. He showed them that one arrow alone could be easily broken, but three 
arrows together could not. The local football team, San Frecce Hiroshima, takes its name from 
this story. ‘San’ means three in Japanese, ‘frecce’ means ‘arrows’ in Italian. 

• _______________ The economy of Hiroshima is helped by companies such as Mazda (car 
making), Sharp (electronics), Molten and Mikasa (sports balls), and NKK (iron and steel 
goods).

• _______________ Many things are produced in Hiroshima, including needles, calligraphy 
brushes, sake, woodcraft, koto, butsudan and cloth. Hiroshima is also famous for cultivation of 
oysters and mikan (tangerines).
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• _______________ Popular local food includes oysters, okonomiyaki, momiji manjū (cakes 
containing sweet bean paste), and pickled vegetables.

• _______________ Hiroshima is a major centre of learning, with 12 four-year universities and 
15 junior (two year) colleges. 

• _______________ Places of interest include Miyajima (one of Japan’s three most scenic 
sights), Sandankyo gorge, Mitaki temple, Hiroshima castle, Shukkeien (gardens), Peace 
Memorial Park and many others.

• _______________ Hiroshima hosted the Asian Games in 1994, and is home to two popular 
sports teams, the Hiroshima Carp (baseball), and San Frecce (football). There are also plenty 
of opportunities for winter and summer sports.

• _______________ Hiroshima enjoys a generally mild climate. Summers are hot and humid, 
winters are cold and dry. There are four seasons (plus the ‘rainy season’ in June/July and the 
‘typhoon season’ in September). 

• _______________ Hiroshima is well served with art galleries and concert halls. It is the home 
of the Hiroshima Flower Festival (every May) and the Hiroshima International Animation 
Festival. There are also plenty of shops and hotels in and around the city centre. 

• _______________ Hiroshima was the target of the first atomic bombing on August 6th 1945. 
It was chosen as a target because it was a military centre, and because its geographical loca-
tion and lack of previous bomb damage made it easier for researchers to better study the 
effects of the explosion. 

• _______________ Hiroshima became an official ‘City of Peace’ in 1949, and is now twinned 
with six cities around the world: Honolulu (USA), Volgograd (Russia), Hanover (Germany), 
Chongqing (People’s Republic of China), Daegu (South Korea) and Montreal (Canada).
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unit 3: JAPANESE FOOD

Warm Up p. 20

Language Note: Japanese learners of English often make the error of using ‘hate’ as an adjective. 
Write the following on the whiteboard, but ask learners to add the (X) or (O) as appropriate.

• What’s your hate food? (X) 
• What food do you hate? (O)
• What’s your least favourite food? (O)

Vocabulary building

1. dried seaweed 2. fermented soybeans 3. mushrooms
4. soft drinks 5. seasonings (salt and pepper) 6. rice wine
7. rice crackers 8. Japanese citrus 9. rice ball
10. noodles

BeFOre yOU liSten  p. 21

This recycles the third question of the Warm Up. Learners are invited to speculate or list pos-
sible problem food.

liSteninG p. 21

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many ques-
tions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 22

1. Why doesn’t Danny like namako?

  Because it’s very chewy and kind of rubbery (also possible: “it has a strange texture”, “it 
looks horrible” and it’s “disgusting”.

2. Is Danny a fussy eater?

 No, he isn’t.

3. List three things that Maki thinks are important when making Japanese food. Choose from:

 balance of textures balance of tastes
 nice colours good presentation

you could also accept:
 arrangement, size and appearance
 cooking things in different ways, with different seasonings

not mentioned in the conversation:
 that food is healthy / nutritious using seasonal ingredients
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vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 22

Japanese has a rich vocabulary of textures, reflecting the wide range of textures found in Japa-
nese food. This is often highly nuanced and features onomatopoeic words such as (for crispness) 
pari-pari, pori-pori, kori-kori, saku-saku, shaka-shaka, shaki-shaki, kusha-kusha, gucha-gucha. Oth-
ers include beta-beta, neba-neba, pasa-pasa, kari-kari.

The following English words will be useful when talking about food. Do the activity either as a 
quiz, or as a written vocabulary building activity.

Usually negative adjectives

 chewy . . . . o-mochi

 hard . . . . . dried fish, uncooked rice cakes

 oily . . . . . . some fish, especially ‘aburi’ sushi

 rubbery  . . konnyaku

 slimy  . . . . nattō, sato imo

 sticky . . . . rice

Usually positive adjectives

 creamy . . . pumpkin (kabocha) soup

 crisp(y) . . . fried burdock (gobō)

 crunchy . . o-senbei

 fluffy  . . . . watagashi

 light . . . . . Japanese beer, dashi

 moist  . . . . kōyadōfu

 smooth . . . bean paste (koshian) 

 soft . . . . . . kinugoshidōfu

 tender . . . . Kōbe beef

How the food is prepared 

 baked . . . . . .yaki imo

 boiled . . . . . .nikujaga, oden

 deep-fried . . .tempura, karaage

 dried  . . . . . .katsuobushi

 fried . . . . . . .yakimeshi

 grilled . . . . yakizakana

 raw . . . . . . sashimi, sushi

 simmered . niimono

 steamed  . . mushipan, chawanmushi

You may also like to point out the adjectives:

 spongy . . . . .kōyadōfu  firm  . . . . . . .rāmen, udon, soba noodles

SpeaKinG: JapaneSe FOOD BinGO p. 23

(See ‘BINGO GUIDANCE’ in introductory ‘GENERAL OVERVIEW’)

Partner A Vocabulary lists for Food Bingo 

1. aemono 2. agemono 3. (cha)kaiseki ryōri 4. chikuwa 5. chirashizushi
6. goma 7. karashi 8. makizushi 9. mimiga 10. mirin
11. miso 12. miso shiru 13. nabemono 14. nattō 15. nimono
16. oden 17. okonomiyaki 18. o-sechi ryōri 19. o-musubi 20. oyakodon
21. shiokara  22. shirako 23. shirouo no odorigui 24. shirumono 25. soba
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Partner B Vocabulary lists for Food Bingo 

1. aonori 2. basashi 3. buta jiru 4. daikon 5. dashi
6. fugu 7. gohanmono 8. hachinoko  9. inago no tsukudani 10. namako
11. katsudon 12. katsuobushi 13. kujira  14. kushimono 15. menrui
16. mushimono 17. nigirizushi 18. nikujaga 19. oshizushi 20. rāmen
21. shichimi  22. shōga 23. shōjin ryōri 24. sukiyaki  25. takoyaki

You may wish to give your class some examples as a short quiz before beginning the activity:

• When we make this, we mix flour and water to make a batter. We dip vegetables and seafood 
into the batter, and deep fry them. We serve it with a soup-like dip and grated radish, or with 
salt and lemon. (tempura)

• These are soft, thick noodles, usually served in a light soup, or sometimes in a curry sauce. 
They’re very popular in Kagawa prefecture. They’re much thicker than rāmen or soba. (udon)

• These are usually made by pickling sliced vegetables in salt or vinegar. Maybe the most popu-
lar is the sour pickled plum, called ume boshi. They’re really popular things to eat with boiled 
rice. (tsukemono)

• This is a root vegetable that often grows in mountain streams. It’s very hot to eat, like mustard, 
and the strong flavour usually comes to our nose. We usually buy it in a tube, as a green paste. 
We serve it with soy sauce and eat it with raw fish (sashimi) or sushi. (wasabi)

• This is a very delicate dish with a light flavour. It’s made from vegetables or seafood, and 
they’re cooked in dashi stock, then set into a jelly-like food called kanten. It’s usually eaten as a 
sweet.(yosemono)

Wrap Up With Danny p. 24

Alternatives to ‘delicious’ include: “this tastes …” / “this is (really) …”

 amazing beautiful brilliant excellent
 fantastic great incredible really nice
 superb tasty wonderful

Alternatives to ‘not delicious’ include: 
 “It doesn’t taste so good.”
 “This tastes foul / disgusting / awful / horrible / terrible / yucky.”

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 24

This activity (found on page 90 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘Mind Your Man-
ners’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 4 
Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.

eXtenSiOn activity p. 24

Learners can prepare a short recipe of a Japanese dish, and explain the different ingredients and 
stages of preparation to their classmates. This activity is particularly good for learning how to 
give instructions. Recipes involve simple ordering (first, next, after that, etc.) and imperatives 
(“break two eggs and add them to the flour”).
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
HIROSHIMA-STYLE OKONOMIYAKI

1. melt 2. mix 3. make 4. place 5. sprinkle 6. press
7. cook 8. fry 9. add 10. place  11. fry 12. place
13. press 14. cook 15. break 16. spread 17. flip 18. cook
19. flip 20. add 21. melt 22. add
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Unit 3: Local delicacy: 
How to make Hiroshima-style Okonomiyaki!

Okonomiyaki is usually cooked on a large hotplate. The ingredients are carefully layered on top 
of a crêpe-style base, and slowly cooked, usually while pressing down on the ingredients to hold 
them together. Okonomiyaki is a healthy and filling meal that will satisfy any appetite!

Use the following verbs to complete the recipe instructions. Some will be used more than once:

add break cook flip fry make
melt mix place press spread sprinkle

ingredients:
Soba or udon noodles Thinly shredded cabbage
Sliced pork Bean sprouts
1 Egg Ao nori (dried seaweed)
Katsuobushi (dried bonito flakes) Water & Flour
Salt and pepper  Lard
Okonomiyaki sauce (Otafuku is a popular brand)
Shrimp / Squid / Cheese / Mayonnaise etc. (optional)

how to make Okonomiyaki: (hiroshima style)

• (1) ________ a small piece of lard on a hotplate.

• (2) ________ the flour and water, (3) ________ a thin pancake on the hotplate (about 15cm 
wide).

• (4) ________ the sliced cabbage and bean sprouts on the pancake, and (5) ________ salt, 
pepper and dried fish seasoning on the vegetables. (6) ________ down and (7) ________ for 
about 5 minutes.

• Lightly (8) ________ the noodles, (9) ________ Okonomiyaki sauce, and (10) ________ on 
top of the pancake.

• (11) ________ the pork (and seafood) and (12) ________ on top of the noodles. (13) 
________ down and (14) ________ for a few more minutes.

• (15) ________ an egg on the hotplate and (16) ________ it into a rough circle.

• (17) ________ the okonomiyaki over (upside down), place it on the egg, and (18) ________ it 
for about a minute.

• (19) ________ the okonomiyaki again, egg side up; (20) ________ cheese if required, (allow 
the cheese to (21) ________), (22) ________ okonomiyaki sauce, ao nori, dried bonito flakes 
and mayonnaise as required.

• Eat and enjoy!!
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unit 4: MIND YOUR MANNERS!

Warm Up p. 26

“He shouldn’t pass food chopstick to chopstick”.

“It’s bad manners to lick your chopsticks”.

“It’s not good to stand your chopsticks in a bowl of rice”.

“It’s not polite to spear or stab food with chopsicks”.

BeFOre yOU liSten p. 27

This preparatory activity will be easier for learners who have already completed the supplemen-
tary activity “Chopstick Manners”.

liSteninG p. 27

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 28

Kumi told Danny eight things not to do with chopsticks. Choose four things from:

1. Don’t use just one chopstick by itself.
2. It’s not good to stab or spear food with chopsticks.
3. You shouldn’t drag or pull bowls or dishes with your chopsticks.
4. Never pass food chopstick to chopstick.
5. Never stand chopsticks up in rice.
6. It’s not good to point at things with your chopsticks.
7. It’s not good to lick your chopsticks.
8. It’s not good to search for things in bowls using chopsticks.

SpeaKinG: What are the rUleS? p. 28

Some learners may not have much experience of social situations in which rules of etiquette 
should be followed. If learners are struggling, or missing some rules, encourage them to 
exchange partners with other groups and discuss the problem with new partners.

The following are examples of rules for: 

1. Bowing:
• keep your back straight
• keep your hands to the side (for a man) or folded in front of you (for a woman)
• avoid looking up as you bow
• hold your bow for the appropriate time
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 Exchanging meishi (business cards)
• give your card with your right hand
• receive a card with both hands
• if seated, keep the other person’s card in sight, in front of you (on the table) 
• don’t put the other person’s card away too quickly, or fold, or write on it

2. Taking a bath in a hot spring
• (see supplementary activity in this unit of the teacher’s manual)

3. Attending a funeral
• bow long and deeply to the bereaved
• learn the correct expressions
• wear black, the blacker the better
• use a kōden envelope, not another type

 Attending a wedding
• check how much you should give as a gift
• buy an appropriate envelope for the gift
• avoid using words like …
• don’t start drinking until the kampai
• wear a smart, more formal suit or dress
• don’t check out the goodies in the ‘hikidemono’ gifts until you get home!

4. Giving & receiving gifts
• don’t rush to open it
• don’t rip off the paper
• apologise for the inadequacy of your own gift
• talk up the one you receive
• remember to return a gift (o-kaeshi) if needed 
• don’t be surprised if the other person doesn’t open it in front of you

5. Visiting a shrine or temple
• wash your hands, one by one
• don’t let the water fall back in the trough
• replace the bamboo ladle cup facing down

6. Visiting someone’s home
• take a small gift
• don’t arrive too early or too late
• know when to go home
• praise your host’s lovely home

 Take off shoes
• try not to step in the genkan with socks on
• put your shoes together
• turn your shoes to face the way out
• don’t step on other people’s shoes
• don’t wear socks with holes in them!
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SpeaKinG: ‘DO’S anD DOn’tS’ Game p. 29

Suggested advice for Partner A’s pictures: 

1. Try not to blow your nose into your handkerchief.

2. Try to take a small gift when you visit someone’s house.

3.  Turn your chopsticks round when you take food from a larger plate or bowl (don’t use the 
ends that you’ve been eating with).

4. Don’t blow out incense with your breath. Put out the flame by waving air over the incense.

5. Don’t open the fridge in a friend’s house. Wait for your host to give you what you need.

6.  Try to sit as others are sitting. If they are sitting ‘agura’ you should also sit ‘agura’. If they’re 
sitting ‘seiza’, try to do the same for as long as you can bear it!

Suggested advice for Partner B’s pictures: 

1. Try to wrap gifts of money in an envelope.

2. Hold your glass when someone is pouring a drink for you.

3. Try not to walk between people when they are talking.

4. Make sure that any soap used to wash in an onsen stays outside the bath.

5.  Try not to eat in public places, especially when you’re walking (apart from eating at festi-
vals, picnics and ice creams!)

6.  When you wash your hands at a shrine, make sure the water stays outside the basin (not 
going back into the clean water).

Wrap Up With Danny p. 31

Some things aren’t bad manners, they’re just bad luck! Other superstitions found in Japan 
include:

• not cutting your fingernails and toenails at night
• not whistling at night
• performing certain activities on certain days (rokuyō)
• throwing baby teeth over the roof and below the house 
• purification using salt after a funeral 
• bad luck associated with the numbers 4 & 9
• not using certain words at weddings
• palm reading & fortune telling.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 31

This activity (found on page 90 of the textbook) introduces the next topic, ‘Explaining Japanese 
Things’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 5 
Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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Answers for Chopstick Manners gap-fill

1. pass food 2. never stand  3. cross 4. use one

5. spear 6. move bowls 7. rest 8. hover

9. search for 10. lick / keep 11. hold 12. drum on

13. drip 14. wave 15. grip 16. touched

17. bring

Bonus questions. The numbers are:

     9      saguribashi      8     mayoibashi     10    neburibashi

     6     yosebashi      5     sashibashi/tsukibashi      4     ipponbashi

     7     watashibashi     11    mochibashi      1     awasebashi

Answers for Gift-giving gap-fill

1. o-seibo 2. o-chūgen  3. temiyage 4. omiyage

5. hikidemono  6. yuino  7. o-senbetsu  8. shussan iwai 

9. kōden  10. o-mimai  11. o-toshidama 12. o-kaeshi 
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Answers for supplementary activity:
How to take a bath in a hot spring.

1. Pay your entrance fee if required, and pick up your towel from the reception.

2.  Be careful not to go into the wrong bathing area. Men should go through the curtain marked 
‘男湯’, and women should go through the curtain marked ‘女湯’.

3.  Get completely undressed in the changing room, and put your clothes on the shelf, in a bas-
ket or in a locker.

4.  Go through the sliding door into the bathing area. Take your small towel. Soap and shampoo 
is usually provided, but you may take your own.

5.  Take a washing bowl, find an empty seat in the washing area, and wash your body and hair 
with soap and shampoo.

6.  Completely rinse off the soap and shampoo with clean water in front of the shower or tap. 
Rinse all soap out of your towel.

7.  Get into the bath. Be careful getting in—the water in an onsen bath may be very hot. You may 
like to pour some bath water over yourself to warm up your body before getting into the bath.

8.  Enjoy soaking in the bath. Remember not to bring anything into the tub. Your small towel 
should stay on the side of the bath, but if you are embarrassed, you may use it to cover your 
private parts.

9.  If you get out of the bath to take a sauna, be sure to rinse off the sweat before getting back 
into the bath for a second time.

10.  When you finish your bath, dry your body with your small towel before you go to the 
changing room.

11.  Finally, dry your body with your bath towel and get dressed in the changing room. If you are 
over 20 years of age, you may now wish to enjoy a nice cold beer!
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Supplementary activity: Chopstick manners

Fill the gaps with the following words:

drip touched never stand cross grip
bring wave use one spear move bowls 
rest hover search for keep lick pass food
hold drum on

1. You should never   pass food    chopstick to chopstick. 

2. You should ____________ chopsticks up in a rice bowl.

3. You shouldn’t ____________ your chopsticks into an X-shape.

4. You shouldn’t ____________ chopstick on its own. 

5. You shouldn’t ____________ or stab food with chopsticks. 

6. You shouldn’t ____________ by dragging them with the chopsticks. 

7. You shouldn’t ____________ chopsticks across a bowl (use the chopstick rest).

8. You shouldn’t ____________ over food with your chopsticks. 

9. You shouldn’t ____________ food by digging around with the chopsticks.

10.  You shouldn’t ____________ chopsticks with your tongue, or ____________ them in your 
mouth for a long time.

11. You shouldn’t ____________ chopsticks and a drink in the same hand.

12. You shouldn’t ____________ the table with chopsticks.

13. You shouldn’t let things ____________ from chopsticks.

14. You shouldn’t ____________ chopsticks about in the air.

15. You shouldn’t ____________ chopsticks in your fist. 

16. You should try to eat any food that you have ____________ with your chopsticks.

17.  You should ____________ the chopsticks (and your rice bowl) to your mouth, not your 
mouth to the bowl.

Bonus questions: Write the numbers (above) for:

____ saguribashi ____ mayoibashi ____ neburibashi

____ yosebashi ____ sashibashi/tsukibashi ____ ipponbashi

____ watashibashi ____ mochibashi ____ awasebashi
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Supplementary activity: Gift-giving in Japan

Fill the gaps below with the following words:

hikidemono  kōden  o-chūgen  o-kaeshi  o-mimai  omiyage 

o-seibo o-senbetsu o-toshidama shussan iwai  temiyage yuino

 1.  _________________ is a gift given at the end of the year, often ham, salad oil, washing 
powder or beer vouchers.

 2.  _________________ is a gift given in the middle of the year, often drinks, fruit, jellies or 
other foods.

 3.  _________________ is a small gift given to new neighbours when someone moves into a 
new neighbourhood.

 4. _________________ is a souvenir from someone who has been on a trip.

 5. _________________ is a gift from a newly married couple to their wedding guests.

 6. _________________ is the traditional exchange of engagement gifts before a marriage.

 7.  _________________ is a gift (usually of money) when someone leaves a job or moves away 
to a different town.

 8. _________________ is a gift to celebrate the birth of a baby.

 9.  _________________ is a gift (usually money) towards funeral expenses. Literally it means 
‘incense offering’.

10. _________________ is a gift (often money), given when we visit someone in hospital.

11. _________________ is a New Year gift to children. It’s money in a small envelope.

12.  _________________ is the custom of giving a gift to someone as a way of saying thanks for 
a previous gift (the return gift is often of approximately half the value of the original gift).
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Supplementary activity: 
How to take a bath in a hot spring.

Put the following instructions in to the correct order, 1–11.

1. Pay your entrance fee if required, and pick up your towel from the reception.

____  Completely rinse off the soap and shampoo with clean water in front of the shower or tap. 
Rinse all soap out of your towel.

____  Be careful not to go into the wrong bathing area. Men should go through the curtain 
marked ‘男湯’, and women should go through the curtain marked ‘女湯’.

____  Enjoy soaking in the bath. Remember not to bring anything into the tub. Your small towel 
should stay on the side of the bath, but if you are embarrassed, you may use it to cover 
your private parts.

____  Finally, dry your body with your bath towel and get dressed in the changing room. If you 
are over 20 years of age, you may now wish to enjoy a nice cold beer!

____  Get completely undressed in the changing room, and put your clothes on the shelf, in a 
basket or in a locker.

____  Get into the bath. Be careful getting in—the water in an onsen bath may be very hot. You 
may like to pour some bath water over yourself to warm up your body before getting into 
the bath. 

____  Go through the sliding door into the bathing area. Take your small towel. Soap and sham-
poo is usually provided, but you may take your own.

____  If you get out of the bath to take a sauna, be sure to rinse off the sweat before getting back 
into the bath for a second time.

____  Take a washing bowl, find an empty seat in the washing area, and wash your body and 
hair with soap and shampoo. 

____  When you finish your bath, dry your body with your small towel before you go to the 
changing room.
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unit 5: EXPLAINING JAPANESE THINGS

Warm Up p. 32

Learners should focus on items that have direct relevance to Japanese culture.

BeFOre yOU liSten / vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 32

a. a sword b. a devil mask c. a headband d. a paper lantern

e. a wrapping cloth f. a lacquer bowl g. a wind chime h. a folding fan

i. a flower stand  j. a folding screen k. a curtain l. a daruma doll

m. an incense burner n. a festival coat o. a cup & ball game p. an earwax scraper

q. a beckoning cat r. a flower vase s. a rice scoop t. a traditional toy

liSteninG p. 34

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again with textual support.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 34

The items circled should be:

(c) a headband (g) a wind chime (h) a folding fan (i) a flower stand

(l) a daruma doll (o) a cup and ball game (q) a beckoning cat

SpeaKinG: eXplaininG JapaneSe thinGS BinGO p. 35

(See ‘BINGO GUIDANCE’ in introductory ‘GENERAL OVERVIEW’)

Partner A bingo vocabulary

1. banzai 2. byōbu 3. beiju 4. chindonya 5. jūnihitoe
6. makisu 7. chabudai  8. chasen  9. chōzuya 10. daruma
11. demae 12. fude 13. fundoshi 14. furisode  15. furoshiki 
16. fūrin 17. geta 18. hamaya 19. haori hakama 20. happi
21. hashi-oki 22. hibachi 23. hyōsatsu 24. inkan/hanko 25. ishidōrō

Partner B Bingo vocabulary

1. jikatabi 2. jinbei 3. joyanokane 4. kadomatsu 5. kairo 
6. kamidōrō 7. kamon 8. kappa 9. kappōgi  10. kendama
11. koban  12. koinobori 13. manekineko 14. masu  15. meishi
16. mimikaki 17. mochitsuki 18. nengajō 19. noren  20. o-bentō
21. obi 22. o-chawan  23. oni 24. sentō 25. oshibori
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Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 37

This activity (found on page 91 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘The Japanese Lan-
guage’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 6 
Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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Answers for supplementary activity: 
Typically Japanese Bingo

1. banzai is something that Japanese shout when they’re really happy or celebrating. It means 
‘ten thousand years’.

2. beiju is a celebration of someone’s 88th birthday.

3. byōbu is a kind of folding screen, used to separate indoor areas.

4. chabudai is a low table used without chairs when serving traditional food and drink in Japa-
nese style rooms. It’s also called ‘zataku’. 

5. chasen is a bamboo whisk, used for mixing green tea in a tea ceremony.

6. chindonya is a small group of musicians. They wear brightly-coloured clothes and walk in the 
street, playing music, to advertise local businesses and events.

7. chōzuya is the area outside the shrine where we wash our hands (and mouths) in a symbolic 
purification ritual.

8. daruma is a Buddhist ‘Bhodidharma’ doll. We paint one eye when we make a wish, and the 
other eye when the wish comes true. It has a round, heavy bottom, so it wobbles but doesn’t 
fall over.

9. demae is a delivery service for food such as rāmen and o-bentō.

10. fude is a brush used for calligraphy (writing Chinese characters).

11. fundoshi are traditional style men’s loincloths. They are usually worn in festivals with a happi 
coat.

12. fūrin is a wind chime, often heard in summer.

13. furisode is a brightly coloured formal kimono worn by younger single women. It has longer, 
more flowing sleeves than the tomesode, which is worn by married women. 

14. furoshiki is a traditional wrapping or carrying cloth.

15. geta are traditional Japanese sandals, like wooden flip-flops or clogs. They have a wooden 
base and may have a cloth strap. 

16. hamaya is a decorative arrow, a symbol of the new year. It’s supposed to keep evil away and 
attract good luck.

17. haori hakama is ceremonial clothing for men. The jacket usually has the family crest on it.

18. happi is a kind of light jacket or coat, usually worn at festivals.

19. hashi-oki is a chopstick rest. They’re often made of pottery or wood.

20. hibachi is an old style charcoal burning brazier, sometimes also used for cooking or for 
boiling water.

21. hyōsatsu is a family’s name plate outside their house.

22. inkan/hanko is a personal seal, used for ‘signing’ documents.

23. ishidōrō is a stone lantern, typically found in shrines, temples and Japanese gardens.

24. jikatabi are the special split-toed shoes worn by builders, carpenters and labourers.

25. jimbei is an informal light-weight summer jacket, sometimes worn in the house.
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26. joyanokane are the bells that ring on New Year’s Eve.

27. jūnihitoe is a carefully arranged 12-layered kimono. These days, they’re only worn by mem-
bers of the Imperial family, and only on very special occasions. They’re very heavy and 
incredibly expensive!

28. kadomatsu is a new year decoration for the doorway of a house. It’s made of pine and bam-
boo.

29. kairo is a small packet that warms up when we hold it. They keep our hands warm on cold 
days.

30. kamidōrō are paper lanterns. They’re often floated on rivers on the final night of the o-bon 
festival (tōrō nagashi). They represent the souls of the ancestors, returning to the sea.

31. kamon is a family crest.

32. kappa is a mythical animal, like a sprite. They live in rivers and play tricks on people. They 
have an area on the top of their heads that must be kept wet at all times.

33. kappōgi is a special Japanese style apron that covers the upper half of the body when cook-
ing. It’s usually worn by middle-aged women.

34. kendama is a game where we try to catch a ball in a cup.

35. koban is an oval-shaoped gold coin, mostly used in the Edo era. It’s often seen being held by 
a beckoning cat (manekineko). The expression ‘neko ni koban’ is similar to the English ‘pearls 
before swine’.

36. koinobori is the custom of flying carp streamers on ‘Children’s Day’ (tango no sekku). They 
show a wish for the children (particularly sons) to grow up healthy and strong, like carp. 

37. makisu are bamboo strips, tied together to make a mat. They are used for shaping (rolling) 
makizushi and sometimes Japanese-style omelettes.

38. manekineko is a cat statue that beckons to invite customers or friends.

39. masu is a small wooden box. It used to be used for measuring sake.

40. meishi is a name card, or a business card.

41. mimikaki is a kind of scraper used for cleaning out ear wax. Japanese usually have dry ear-
wax, which may be scraped. Western people usually have soft earwax.

42. mochitsuki is making o-mochi rice cakes by pounding mochi rice in a big stone bowl with a 
large wooden mallet. O-mochi are most often made at New Year.

43. nengajō are New Year cards sent to friends and family, usually those who we don’t often meet 
in our daily lives. We use them to keep in touch and to wish them well for the New Year.

44. noren is a short cloth curtain that hangs over the entrance or door of a shop or restaurant.

45. o-bentō is a Japanese style boxed lunch.

46. obi is the decorative sash worn around the waist of a kimono.

47. o-chawan is a tea cup, usually made of china or pottery.

48. oni are devils, ogres or evil monsters. They often appear in traditional myths and folk stories.

49. sentō is a public bath house. These days almost all homes have baths, so public bath houses 
are not used so much.

50. oshibori is a small wet towel given to customers in restaurants so that they can wipe their 
hands before eating.
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Supplementary activity: 
Gap-fill for ‘Typically Japanese Bingo’

To help you prepare to play ‘Typically Japanese Bingo’, fill the gaps in the definitions.

  1. ___________ is something that Japanese shout when they’re really happy or celebrating. It 
means ‘ten thousand years’.

  2. ___________ is a celebration of someone’s 88th birthday.

  3. ___________ is a kind of folding screen, used to separate indoor areas.

  4. ___________ is a low table used without chairs when serving traditional food and drink in 
Japanese style rooms. It’s also called ‘zataku’. 

  5. ___________ is a bamboo whisk, used for mixing green tea in a tea ceremony.

  6. ___________ is a small group of musicians. They wear brightly-coloured clothes and walk 
in the street, playing music, to advertise local businesses and events.

  7. ___________ is the area outside the shrine where we wash our hands (and mouths) in a 
symbolic purification ritual.

  8. ___________ is a Buddhist ‘Bhodidharma’ doll. We paint one eye when we make a wish, and 
the other eye when the wish comes true. It has a round, heavy bottom, so it wobbles but 
doesn’t fall over.

  9. ___________ is a delivery service for food such as rāmen and o-bentō.

10. ___________ is a brush used for calligraphy (writing Chinese characters).

11. ___________ are traditional style men’s loincloths. They are usually worn in festivals with a 
happi coat.

12. ___________ is a wind chime, often heard in summer.

13. ___________ is a brightly coloured formal kimono worn by younger single women. It has 
longer, more flowing sleeves than the tomesode, which is worn by married women. 

14. ___________ is a traditional wrapping or carrying cloth.

15. ___________ are traditional Japanese sandals, like wooden flip-flops or clogs. They have a 
wooden base and may have a cloth strap. 

16. ___________ is a decorative arrow, a symbol of the new year. It’s supposed to keep evil away 
and attract good luck.

17. ___________is ceremonial clothing for men. The jacket usually has the family crest on it.

18. ___________ is a kind of light jacket or coat, usually worn at festivals.

19. ___________is a chopstick rest. They’re often made of pottery or wood.

20. ___________ is an old style charcoal burning brazier, sometimes also used for cooking or 
for boiling water.

21. ___________ is a family’s name plate outside their house.

22. ___________is a personal seal, used for ‘signing’ documents.

23. ___________ is a stone lantern, typically found in shrines, temples and Japanese gardens.

24. ___________ are the special split-toed shoes worn by builders, carpenters and labourers.

25. ___________ is an informal light-weight summer jacket, sometimes worn in the house.

26. ___________ are the bells that ring on New Year’s Eve.
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27. ___________ is a carefully arranged 12-layered kimono. These days, they’re only worn by 
members of the Imperial family, and only on very special occasions. They’re very heavy and 
incredibly expensive!

28. ___________ is a new year decoration for the doorway of a house. It’s made of pine and 
bamboo.

29. ___________ is a small packet that warms up when we hold it. They keep our hands warm 
on cold days.

30. ___________ are paper lanterns. They’re often floated on rivers on the final night of the 
o-bon festival (tōrō nagashi). They represent the souls of the ancestors, returning to the sea.

31. ___________ is a family crest.

32. ___________ is a mythical animal, like a sprite. They live in rivers and play tricks on peo-
ple. They have an area on the top of their heads that must be kept wet at all times.

33. ___________ is a special Japanese style apron that covers the upper half of the body when 
cooking. It’s usually worn by middle-aged women.

34. ___________ is a game where we try to catch a ball in a cup.

35. ___________ is an oval-shaoped gold coin, mostly used in the Edo era. It’s often seen being 
held by a beckoning cat (manekineko). The expression ‘neko ni koban’ is similar to the English 
‘pearls before swine’.

36. ___________ is the custom of flying carp streamers on ‘Children’s Day’ (tango no sekku). They 
show a wish for the children (particularly sons) to grow up healthy and strong, like carp. 

37. ___________ are bamboo strips, tied together to make a mat. They are used for shaping 
(rolling) makizushi and sometimes Japanese-style omelettes.

38. ___________ is a cat statue that beckons to invite customers or friends.

39. ___________ is a small wooden box. It used to be used for measuring sake.

40. ___________ is a name card, or a business card.

41. ___________ is a kind of scraper used for cleaning out earwax. Japanese usually have dry 
earwax, which may be scraped. Western people usually have soft earwax.

42. ___________ is making o-mochi rice cakes by pounding mochi rice in a big stone bowl with 
a large wooden mallet. O-mochi are most often made at New Year.

43. ___________ are New Year cards sent to friends and family, usually those who we don’t 
often meet in our daily lives. We use them to keep in touch and to wish them well for the 
New Year.

44. ___________ is a short cloth curtain that hangs over the entrance or door of a shop or 
restaurant.

45. ___________ is a Japanese style boxed lunch.

46. ___________ is the decorative sash worn around the waist of a kimono.

47. ___________ is a tea cup, usually made of china or pottery.

48. ___________ are devils, ogres or evil monsters. They often appear in traditional myths and 
folk stories.

49. ___________ is a public bath house. These days almost all homes have baths, so public bath 
houses are not used so much.

50. ___________ is a small wet towel given to customers in restaurants so that they can wipe 
their hands before eating.
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unit 6: THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE

Warm Up / JUSt FOr FUn p. 38

The scripts are:

a. Arabic     b. Greek     c. Korean (Hangul)     d. Hebrew     e. Mongolian

BeFOre yOU liSten  p. 39

Syllable counting. After checking the number of syllables in English, check how many syllables 
there are in the katakana versions of these words. This is a useful exercise to draw attention to 
the damage that katakana does to the natural rhythm of English.

1. books (1) 2. sprinkle (2) 3. great (1) 4. practical (3)

5. potato (3) 6. rhythm (2) 7. truck (1) 8. space (1)

9. stand (1) 10. entrance (2) 11. natural (3) 12. protect (2)

liSteninG p. 39

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 40

1. Why is katakana useful for Japanese people?

  With katakana, Japanese can take and use any word from any language, and make it into 
Japanese.

2. How can you sound natural in English?

 You have to understand the importance of stress and rhythm.

3. What does Danny’s first name mean in Japanese?

 It means ‘flea’.

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 40

Fill in the gaps with ‘kanji’, ‘hiragana’ or ‘katakana’.

1. Katakana is used for writing foreign names and foreign words.

2. Hiragana is used for writing prepositions (such as ‘to’, ‘at’, ‘on’).

3. Hiragana is used for making difficult characters easier to read.

4. Books for young children usually use hiragana.

5. Verb and adjective endings are usually written in hiragana.
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6. Katakana is used to write words expressing noises (gatagata, zaazaa). 

7. Hiragana and katakana are used like phonetic symbols.

8. Kanji originally came from China over 2000 years ago.

9. Most Japanese people write their names using kanji.

10.  Hiragana and katakana have only sounds, and no meanings, but kanji may have many differ-
ent readings and pronunciations. 

SpeaKinG 1 p. 40

Non-kanji-reading visitors to Japan are usually interested in learning more about these mysteri-
ous hieroglyphs! Learners can get valuable speaking practice from explaining them. Of course, 
not every kanji looks like a picture, but if one does, point out the expressions

 “… looks like a … /… looks a lot like a … / … looks a little like a …”.

Many kanji can be explained by looking at their parts, for example, by analyzing the radicals, 
such as ‘hen’ (left side), ‘kanmuri’ (top or crown) and ‘tsukuri’ (right side), or by the combination 
of meanings in kanji compounds (such as kyūkanbi, 休館日 rest + hall/building + day).

SpeaKinG 2 p. 41

It may interest your class to know that a direct translation of the name Aiko (‘love child’) would 
amuse many English speakers. The expression has been used by English-speaking journalists as 
a euphemism for ‘illegitimate child’, particularly with regard to children of unmarried celebrities.

 

SpeaKinG 3: eXplaininG JapaneSe WritinG p. 41

1. FALSE It’s read top to bottom (and right to left) when written vertically.

2. FALSE It takes many years of laborious memorization.

3. FALSE Katakana is also used for dramatic, impact words.

4. FALSE The hiragana comprises a basic 46 symbols. 

5. TRUE 

6. TRUE

7. TRUE

8. TRUE (When the Japanese book is written in vertical Japanese script.)

SpeaKinG 4: eXplaininG JapaneSe p. 42

This is the main activity of the unit. Can learners explain the basics about the Japanese writing 
systems? They should take the roles of non-Japanese (partner A), and Japanese native (partner 
B), and make effective use of the key words with questions and key word prompts. When fin-
ished, partners A and B should reverse roles and repeat the activity.
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Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 43

This activity (found on page 91 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘Visiting Temples 
and Shrines’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the 
Unit 7 Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.

(eXtenSiOn activity) p. 43

Ask learners to list the English sounds that are most difficult for Japanese speakers. 
Answers would probably include the following, which are all not found in Japanese:

• final position consonants (with the exception of ん)
• r/l discrimination (as in ‘really’)
• a/u discrimination (as in ‘bus’ / ‘bath’)
• v sounds (as in ‘vowels’ / ‘bowels’)
• hard and soft ‘th’, (as in ‘bath’ / ‘together’)
• weak vowel sounds (∂ / schwa, as in ‘earth’ / ‘again’)
• wo- sounds (wood, wool, women) 
• si- (where an intrusive ‘h’ often corrupts words like ‘sit’ and ‘city’)
• the tendency to double consonants in English, such as ‘happy’ => ハッピー 

eXtenSiOn activity  p. 43

Many Japanese companies, places and brand names are well known around the world. Can you 
explain their names? For example: “It’s a combination of ‘x’ meaning ___ and ‘y’ meaning ___. 
e.g. Mitsubishi—mitsu meaning three, and ‘hishi’ meaning rhombus, or diamond (shape).

• Honda Toyota Mitsubishi Kawasaki Nissan Nomura Sumitomo Daiwa Asahi Suzuki
• Tokyo   Yokohama   Hiroshima   Nagasaki   Hokkaido
• geisha karate kendo judo   kabuki karaoke tamagotchi   purikura sekuhara Pokemon
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REVIEW GAME #1 [Units 1-6]
BeFOre yOU play p. 44

•  Be sure that students understand the finger counting system. This is NOT ‘paper-scissors-
stone’, only two, one or no fingers should be put out by the two non-moving partners. 

•  Ensure that partner #1 asks the initial question (from the board), and that partner #2 asks a 
back-up question to get more information. Partner #3 should move a marker (an eraser or 
pen top) to mark progress round the board. 

•  Explain that the speaker should always try to give reasonably detailed information to answer 
the question on the board.
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unit 7: VISITING TEMPLES & SHRINES

Warm Up p. 46

Who’s Who?

From left to right, the gods are:

a. Ebisu. b. Jurōjin. c. Daikokuten. d. Bishamonten.

e. Hotei. f. Fukurokuju. g. Benzaiten.

What do they represent?

1. Benzaiten is the goddess of music, art & knowledge.
2. Jurōjin is the god of long life.
3. Fukurokuju is the god of happiness and wealth.
4. Hotei is the god of abundance and health.
5. Bishamonten is the god of warriors.
6. Daikokuten is the god of wealth, business and success.
7. Ebisu is the god of fishermen and merchants.

The following gives more detailed information about the shichifukujin (7 Deities of Good For-
tune, or 7 Lucky Gods) shown in the pictures:

Ebisu is the god of prosperity and the patron deity of fishermen, merchants and farmers, He’s 
Daikokuten’s son, and they are often seen together. He’s usually seen carrying a sea bream 
(or other fish) and a fishing rod. He’s the most popular of the seven gods.

Jurōjin is another god of happiness, prosperity and long life. Like Fukurokuju, he is often seen 
with a stag (a messenger), a tortoise or a crane (symbols of longevity) and carries a scroll 
and a staff. He has a long white beard and wears a cap.

Daikokuten, god of prosperity, trade and commerce, is usually seen standing on sacks of rice, 
carrying a mallet and a bag of treasure or money.

Bishamonten is a god of prosperity and righteousness. He often wears armour, and carries a 
spear and a pagoda (symbol of Buddhism). He is a defender against evil and offers protec-
tion to the poor.

Hotei is a god of happiness, contentedness, abundance and prosperity. He is often sitting on or 
with a bag of wealth, and has a big round stomach. He is usually laughing.

Fukurokuju is portrayed as an elderly man, with an elongated bald head and a long white 
beard. He carries a staff and a rolled up document. He’s a god of wisdom, learning, long 
life, happiness and prosperity. He is often seen with his messenger (a stag), a tortoise or a 
crane (symbols of longevity).

Benzaiten (also called Benten) is the only female of the group. She is the goddess of fine arts, 
science, literature, prosperity, education, happiness, beauty and virtue. She carries a 
stringed instrument, called a biwa.
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BeFOre yOU liSten  p. 47

These questions focus learner attention on the actions performed in purification rituals (hand 
washing, etc.) and the ritualistic approach to the main shrine or temple altar.

liSteninG p. 47

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 48

1. What was Maki’s final advice about bowing and clapping? 
  Just watch what other people do.

2. When does Maki usually visit a shrine? 
   At New Year, when she has something special to pray for, or when she has sightseeing 

guests.

3. How can you tell the difference between a shrine and a temple? 
  By the name ending, or by the shrine gateway (torii).

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 48

The items in the photographs are:

1. o-mikuji  2. goshuin  3. o-kō  4. juzu  5. o-mamori  6. gofu / o-fuda 

7. hamaya  8. suzu  9. hana-mifuda  10. magatama  11. ema 

Note:  in the textbook there is an error in the information listed for gofu / o-fuda. The correct 
information appears below.
a) 2. goshuin are official certificates of a visit.
b) 7. hamaya are decorative arrows to destroy evil. They’re sold at New Year.
c) 6 . gofu / o-fuda are protective cards that symbolize the gods on a kamidana.
d) 4. juzu are prayer beads; they’re on a string, like a bracelet.
e) 10. magatama are lucky charms shaped like a curved bead. 
f) 3. o-kō is incense; it’s usually sold in sticks and burnt at graves or temples.
g) 5. o-mamori are amulets that protect people when they travel, drive, etc.
h) 1. o-mikuji are fortune-telling papers.
i) 11. ema are small prayer boards. We write our wishes on them.
j) 8. suzu are bell-type amulets. People often attach them to mobile phones.
k) 9. hana-mifuda are purified drawings of seasonal plants.

The information in the textbook for #3 refers to ihai (tablets or cards to represent the spirit of an 
ancestor).
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SpeaKinG: temple & Shrine BinGO p. 49

(See ‘BINGO GUIDANCE’ in introductory ‘GENERAL OVERVIEW’)

Word list for bingo Partner A

1. bonze / bōzu 2. butsudan  3. chōzuya 4. dai kyō 5. daikichi

6. dosō suru 7. ema  8. gofu  9. gohei 10. gojunotō

11. goshuin  12. haiden 13. hamaya  14. hana-mifuda  15. honden (shinden)

16. hōji 17. ihai  18. ishidōrō 19. jizō sama 20. juzu 

21. kamidana 22. kannushi 23. kasō suru  24. komainu (shishi) 25. magatama 

Partner B

1. manji 2. miko san 3. inari 4. o-bon 5. o-fuda 

6. o-harai 7. o-higan 8. o-kyō 9. o-mamori  10. o-mikoshi

11. o-mikuji  12. ōmisoka 13. o-miyamairi 14. o-tsuya 15. saisenbako

16. sakaki 17. sandō 18. shichi-go-san 19. shikishi  20. shimenawa

21. sotōba 22. suzu 23. tanuki 24. torii 25. yaoyorozu 

Wrap Up With Danny p. 51

This unit could be a great opportunity for off-campus fieldwork. Why not treat your students to 
a learning experience outside class? Learners could develop a personal non-Japanese ‘character’ 
who would be guided round a temple and/or shrine by their Japanese partner (and switch half-
way round).

Questions could be prepared and distributed among students in order to make the activity more 
realistic.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 51

This activity (found on page 92 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘The Traditional 
Japanese House’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to 
the Unit 8 Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
TEMPLES AND SHRINES BINGO

Foreign visitors are likely to ask you about religious places and religious items found in temples 
and shrines. 
Read the descriptions below and fill the gaps with the following words:

1. bonze / bōzu is a Buddhist monk

2. butsudan is a Buddhist family altar, usually in the zashiki. We leave offerings, (such as fruit) 
and pray to our ancestors.

3. chōzuya is the area outside the shrine where we wash our hands (and mouths) in a symbolic 
purification ritual.

4. dai kyō means ‘great curse’. It’s the worst kind of luck that we can get on an o-mikuji fortune-
telling paper. We usually leave it at the shrine.

5. daikichi means ‘great luck’. It’s the best kind of luck that we can get on an o-mikuji fortune-
telling paper. We usually keep it!

6. dosō suru means ‘to bury someone’.

7. ema is a card or small wooden board found at shrines and temples. We write prayers, hopes 
and wishes on them, or write our thanks when the prayer has been answered.

8. gofu is a kind of special Shinto charm, also called o-fuda. It usually goes on the kamidana, 
and can protect the whole family, not just one person (like an o-mamori).

9. gohei are sticks with white zig-zagged paper attached. Sometimes only paper is attached to 
straw ropes. They’re used in purification rituals, and show a sacred area.

10. gojūnotō is a pagoda, usually with 5 levels to represent the 5 Buddhist elements: earth, 
water, fire, wind and air. 

11. goshuin is a certificate of proof of a visit to a shrine or temple. The shrine’s name is written 
in black ink and stamped with the shrine’s red seal.

12. haiden is the part of the shrine where public ceremonies are held. The haiden is usually at 
the front of the shrine. The god or deity (kami) is usually in the honden.

13. hamaya is a decorative arrow, a symbol of the new year. It’s supposed to keep evil away and 
attract good luck.

14. hana-mifuda are lucky talismans, or charms, with pictures of seasonal flowers or plants. 
They’re blessed and sold at shrines.

15. honden (shinden) is a smaller building at the centre of a shrine complex. It’s where the god 
is enshrined, and is the most sacred part of the shrine. People can’t usually go in here. It 
usually displays a mirror or a statue, to symbolize the presence of the deity.

16. hōji is a Buddhist memorial ceremony, held at certain times after someone’s death. Times 
vary with local customs, but usually at 49 days, and after that, at o-bon, then optionally at 1, 
3, 5, 7, 13 years up to either or 39 or 50 years.

17. ihai is a kind of tablet, board or card. It’s placed in the family altar (butsudan) and represents 
the presence of the ancestor or divine spirit.
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18. ishidōrō is a stone lantern, typically found in shrines, temples and Japanese gardens.

19. jizō sama are little stone statues of guardian deities, called ‘bosatsu’. They’re found in temples 
or by the roadside. They often wear little red aprons and represent gratitude for answered 
prayers, or wishes for a safe journey. 

20. juzu are Buddhist prayer beads, often worn like a bracelet.

21. kamidana is a Shinto family altar, often found in the kitchen. We pray to the gods for pro-
tection, good health and prosperity.

22. kannushi is a Shinto priest.

23. kasō suru means ‘to cremate someone’.

24. komainu (shishi) are a kind of lion-like dog. There’s usually two of them guarding the 
entrance to a shrine. One has its mouth open (“aaaah”), one has its mouth shut (“uhhhm”).

25. magatama are curved beads that are believed to bring good luck. They were originally 
found in Jōmon-period graves and believed to be gifts to the gods when someone died.

26. manji are swastikas, an ancient Sanskrit symbol used in Buddhism to represent ‘good for-
tune’ or ‘good luck’.

27. miko san is a shrine maiden, a female assistant in a shrine. They usually wear red and white 
kimono.

28. inari is one of the most important Shintō deities, the god of fertility, (rice) agriculture, 
industry. They’re usually recognizable by the fox (kitsune) guardian statues. The fox also acts 
as a messenger for the inari deity. 

29. o-bon is a time in August when we remember our ancestors. We wash their graves, burn 
incense and leave flowers—it’s like the Christian ‘All Souls’ Day’ 

30. o-fuda is a kind of special Shinto charm, also called gofu. It usually goes on the kamidana, 
and can protect the whole family, not just one person (like an o-mamori).

31. o-harai is ritual purification. Purity is very important in Shintō, so there are lots of ceremo-
nies (for example, jichinsai) to cleanse or purify things. Shrine priests will use a haraegushi 
(an o-nusa wand) with zig-zagged papers attached, to purify things.

32. o-higan is a time in spring and autumn when we remember our ancestors, usually visiting 
their graves to pray and burn incense. The name means ‘the other side of the river’ (where 
the ancestors ‘live’ in the afterlife).

33. o-kyō is a Buddhist chant or ‘sutra’. It’s a kind of prayer.

34. o-mamori is like a lucky charm, or amulet believed to bring good luck or protection from 
accidents

35. o-mikoshi is a portable shrine. People usually carry them through the streets during festi-
vals. Some are really big and very heavy.

36. o-mikuji is like a horoscope or fortune telling. You read the paper and it tells you if you’ll be 
lucky or not.

37. ōmisoka is New Year’s Eve. It’s a time for families to get together, clean the house, maybe 
visit a temple, pray, and listen to joyanokane. Others watch kōhaku-utagassen (a TV song 
contest) and eat toshikoshi (year crossing) soba noodles.

38. o-miyamairi is the first visit to a shrine with a new-born baby. The priest blesses the baby, 
while the family gives thanks and prays for the baby’s health and good luck.
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39. o-tsuya is a wake for a dead person. It’s usually held on the evening of the death.

40. saisenbako is a box for offerings. People drop money in when they visit a shrine or temple.

41. sakaki is a special plant in the Shintō religion. It’s name means ‘god’s tree’.

42. sandō is the road approaching a Shintō shrine or a Buddhist temple. It’s often lined with 
stone lanterns. It appears in the name ‘Omotesandō’ in Tōkyō.

43. shichi-go-san It’s a festival to celebrate children who will become 7, 5 or 3 in the coming 
year.

44. shikishi are boards for calligraphy or painting. They are often sold at temples and shrines, 
and displayed as decorative items.

45. shimenawa is a twisted straw rope that separates a sacred place from a non-sacred place.

46. sotōba are ‘stupa,’ 5-leveled or 5-ringed Buddhist pagodas (gorintō, representing the five 
Buddhist elements, chi-sui-ka-fū-kū) and are often represented as wooden boards with San-
skrit prayers, behind or near graves.

47. suzu are small bells, often sold at shrine souvenir shops.

48. tanuki is a Japanese raccoon-dog. Their statues are often found at temples, shrines and 
outside rāmen shops. In popular folk-culture they are believed to be mysterious and mis-
chievous.

49. torii is a gateway to a shrine, usually painted red.

50. yaoyorozu is a reference to the ‘8 million gods’ of the Shintō religion. Of course there aren’t 
actually 8 million deities, this is just to represent the many that exist.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
TEMPLES AND SHRINES BINGO

Foreign visitors are likely to ask you about religious places and religious items found in temples 
and shrines. 

Read the descriptions below and fill the gaps with the following words:

gofu  dai kyō  gojūnotō  jizō sama  kasō suru 
miko san  honden (shinden)  o-fuda  o-higan  inari
saisenbako  ōmisoka  o-harai  juzu hana-mifuda 
o-mikoshi  sakaki  magatama ishidōrō  kannushi 
o-tsuya  shichi-go-san  butsudan gohei bonze / bōzu 
ihai chōzuya  dosō suru  ema  hōji 
shikishi  o-miyamairi goshuin  komainu (shishi)  hamaya 
daikichi  yaoyorozu  o-mamori  manji tanuki
torii  o-mikuji  haiden shimenawa  sotōba
o-kyō  suzu kamidana  sandō o-bon 

1. _______________ is a Buddhist monk.

2.  _______________ is a Buddhist family altar, usually in the zashiki. We leave offerings, (such 
as fruit) and pray to our ancestors.

3.  _______________ is the area outside the shrine where we wash our hands (and mouths) in a 
symbolic purification ritual.

4.  _______________ means ‘great curse’. It’s the worst kind of luck that we can get on an 
o-mikuji fortune-telling paper. We usually leave it at the shrine.

5.  _______________ means ‘great luck’. It’s the best kind of luck that we can get on an o-mikuji 
fortune-telling paper. We usually keep it!

6.  _______________ means ‘to bury someone’.

7.  _______________ is a card or small wooden board found at shrines and temples. We write 
prayers, hopes and wishes on them, or write our thanks when the prayer has been answered.

8.  _______________ is a kind of special Shinto charm, also called o-fuda. It usually goes on the 
kamidana, and can protect the whole family, not just one person (like an o-mamori).

9.  _______________ are sticks with white zig-zagged paper attached. Sometimes only paper is 
attached to straw ropes. They’re used in purification rituals, and show a sacred area.

10.  _______________ is a pagoda, usually with 5 levels to represent the 5 Buddhist elements: 
earth, water, fire, wind and air. 
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11.  _______________ is a certificate of proof of a visit to a shrine or temple. The shrine’s name 
is written in black ink and stamped with the shrine’s red seal.

12.  _______________ is the part of the shrine where public ceremonies are held. The haiden is 
usually at the front of the shrine. The god or deity (kami) is usually in the honden.

13.  _______________ is a decorative arrow, a symbol of the new year. It’s supposed to keep evil 
away and attract good luck.

14.  _______________ are lucky talismans, or charms, with pictures of seasonal flowers or 
plants. They’re blessed and sold at shrines.

15.  _______________ is a smaller building at the centre of a shrine complex. It’s where the god 
is enshrined, and is the most sacred part of the shrine. People can’t usually go in here. It 
usually displays a mirror or a statue, to symbolize the presence of the deity.

16.  _______________ is a Buddhist memorial ceremony, held at certain times after someone’s 
death. Times vary with local customs, but usually at 49 days, and after that, at o-bon, then 
optionally at 1, 3, 5, 7, 13 years up to either or 39 or 50 years.

17.  _______________ is a kind of tablet, board or card. It’s placed in the family altar (butsudan) 
and represents the presence of the ancestor or divine spirit.

18.  _______________ is a stone lantern, typically found in shrines, temples and Japanese gar-
dens.

19.  _______________ are little stone statues of guardian deities, called ‘bosatsu’. They’re found 
in temples or by the roadside. They often wear little red aprons and represent gratitude for 
answered prayers, or wishes for a safe journey. 

20.  _______________ are Buddhist prayer beads, often worn like a bracelet.

21.  _______________ is a Shinto family altar, often found in the kitchen. We pray to the gods 
for protection, good health and prosperity.

22.  _______________ is a Shinto priest.

23.  _______________ means ‘to cremate someone’.

24.  _______________ are a kind of lion-like dog. There are usually two of them guarding the 
entrance to a shrine. One has its mouth open (“aaaah”), one has its mouth shut (“uhhhm”).

25.  _______________ are curved beads that are believed to bring good luck. They were origi-
nally found in Jōmon-period graves and believed to be gifts to the gods when someone died.

26.  _______________ are swastikas, an ancient Sanskrit symbol used in Buddhism to represent 
‘good fortune’ or ‘good luck’.

27.  _______________ is a shrine maiden, a female assistant in a shrine. They usually wear red 
and white kimono.
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28.  _______________ is one of the most important Shintō deities, the god of fertility, (rice) 
agriculture, industry. They’re usually recognizable by the fox (kitsune) guardian statues. The 
fox also acts as a messenger for the inari deity. 

29.  _______________ is a time in August when we remember our ancestors. We wash their 
graves, burn incense and leave flowers—it’s like the Christian ‘All Souls’ Day’. 

30.  _______________ is a kind of special Shinto charm, also called o-fuda. It usually goes on 
the kamidana, and can protect the whole family, not just one person (like an o-mamori).

31.  _______________ is ritual purification. Purity is very important in Shintō, so there are lots 
of ceremonies (for example, jichinsai) to cleanse or purify things. Shrine priests will use a 
haraegushi (an o-nusa wand) with zig-zagged papers attached, to purify things.

32.  _______________ is a time in spring and autumn when we remember our ancestors, usu-
ally visiting their graves to pray and burn incense. The name means ‘the other side of the 
river’ (where the ancestors ‘live’ in the afterlife).

33. _______________ is a Buddhist chant or ‘sutra’. It’s a kind of prayer.

34.  _______________ is like a lucky charm, or amulet believed to bring good luck or protec-
tion from accidents.

35.  _______________ is a portable shrine. People usually carry them through the streets during 
festivals. Some are really big and very heavy.

36.  _______________ is like a horoscope or fortune telling. You read the paper and it tells you 
if you’ll be lucky or not.

37.  _______________ is New Year’s Eve. It’s a time for families to get together, clean the house, 
maybe visit a temple, pray, and listen to joyanokane. Others watch kōhaku-utagassen (a TV 
song contest) and eat toshikoshi (year crossing) soba noodles.

38.  _______________ is the first visit to a shrine with a new-born baby. The priest blesses the 
baby, while the family gives thanks and prays for the baby’s health and good luck.

39.  _______________ is a wake for a dead person. It’s usually held on the evening of the death.

40.  _______________ is a box for offerings. People drop money in when they visit a shrine or 
temple.

41.  _______________ is a special plant in the Shintō religion. It’s name means ‘god’s tree’.

42.  _______________ is the road approaching a Shintō shrine or a Buddhist temple. It’s often 
lined with stone lanterns. It appears in the name ‘Omotesandō’ in Tōkyō.

43.  _______________ is a festival to celebrate children who will become 7, 5 or 3 in the coming 
year.
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44.  _______________ are boards for calligraphy or painting. They are often sold at temples and 
shrines, and displayed as decorative items.

45.  _______________ is a twisted straw rope that separates a sacred place from a non-sacred 
place.

46.  _______________ are ‘stupa,’ 5-leveled or 5-ringed Buddhist pagodas (gorintō, representing 
the five Buddhist elements, chi-sui-ka-fū-kū) and are often represented as wooden boards 
with Sanskrit prayers, behind or near graves.

47.  _______________ are small bells, often sold at shrine souvenir shops.

48. _______________ is a Japanese raccoon-dog. Their statues are often found at temples, 
shrines and outside rāmen shops. In popular folk-culture they are believed to be mysterious 
and mischievous.

49.  _______________ is a gateway to a shrine, usually painted red.

50.  _______________ is a reference to the ‘8 million gods’ of the Shintō religion. Of course 
there aren’t actually 8 million deities, this is just to represent the many that exist.
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unit 8: TRADITIONAL JAPANESE HOUSES

Warm Up p. 52

The re-constructed 19th century farmhouse pictured is ‘Hattōji’, one of the excellent Okayama 
International Villas http://www.harenet.ne.jp/villa/ It was also used as the location for Imamura 
Shōhei’s 1989 film, ’Kuroi Ame’ (Black Rain).

liSteninG p. 53

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while they read the text

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 53

1. What separated the main house and the naya? 

 The doma.

2. What kind of house would Yukio prefer to live in? 

 He’d probably choose a more modern style house.

3. Does the family still use the ‘goemonburo’? 

 No they don’t (now the house has a nice modern bath). 

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG  p. 54

1. a fireplace 2. tiles 3. a (hanging) scroll

4. a veranda 5. a Buddhist family altar 6. a Shintō family altar

7. woven (straw) mats 8. a thatched (straw) roof 9. a pillar

SpeaKinG p. 54

This activity is similar to the bingo games in requiring learners to give definitions and/or expla-
nations, although with this activity visual support is provided. For linguistic support, asking 
learners to do the supplementary activity is highly recommended.
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DiScUSSiOn: UDatSU Ga aGaranai! p. 56

This activity may be quite challenging for learners, who have not thought about the differences 
between traditional and modern houses. 

How are modern Japanese houses different from traditional houses? Some suggestions include:

•  The biggest influence on traditional style was the Buddhist influenced ‘shoin zukuri’ style 
favoured by the samurai. Rural styles were a little different, and farmers often had their 
animals living under the same roof as the family!

• In the Meiji era, ‘kura-zukuri’ (machiya style) became popular, especially in towns and cities.

• Traditional houses were built slightly raised off the ground.

•  Modern houses don’t always have the flexibility of older houses (room spaces are fixed). 
Older houses used partitions to make the living space (i-ma) flexible. Also used more sliding 
doors & partitions to save space.

•  Traditional houses often had walls made with different building materials, such as bamboo 
and earth. Some floors were also made of earth, particularly in the kitchen and entrance 
area.

• Modern houses have higher doorways than older houses.

• Modern houses have lighter interiors than traditional houses.

•  A traditional house often had a low roof, to allow shade and to protect from the hot sun. It 
was also often at a steep angle, to decrease the weight. 

•  Traditional roofs used heavy ceramic roof tiles or were thatched with straw (kayabukiyane), 
unlike the lighter roof tiles of modern houses.

• Modern houses mostly use flooring, rather than tatami.

Wrap Up With Danny p. 57

The ‘wrap up’ gives learners the opportunity to learn about a typical brick-built English house, 
and express their thoughts about their own home.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 57

This activity (found on page 92 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘Special Days and 
Events’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 9 
Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITY DISCUSSION POINTS

As an extension activity for this topic, print the incomplete table on the following page. This 
gives information only about British houses. Give one copy to each group of three students and 
ask them to discuss and identify the differences between British and Japanese houses based on 
the information on the table.
Alternatively, if learners have studied abroad, ask them to talk about the differences they noticed 
when abroad.

Some suggestions include:

In Britain … In Japan …

the toilet and bathroom are usually upstairs (often 
en-suite).

the toilet and bathroom are usually downstairs.

the washing machine is often in the kitchen or in 
a separate washing room.

the washing machine is often in the bath area.

houses are usually built using brick or stone. homes are usually built using wood frame or rein-
forced concrete.

a 100-year-old house is not so old. a 100-year-old house is very old!

many houses have lawns or gardens. gardens are often smaller traditional Japanese style 
(or bonsai).

people often do their own DIY. DIY isn’t so common.

houses generally have more space, both inside and 
outside.

homes generally have less space, both inside and 
outside.

homes rarely have warm toilet seats and ‘washlets’. homes usually have warm toilet seats and ‘wash-
lets’. This is arguably the best thing about Japa-
nese homes!

rooms are measured in square feet or meters. room size is measured in tatami .

each house has a number, and sometimes a name, 
such as ‘Rose Cottage’.

houses don’t show numbers, but the homeowner’s 
name is usually visible on a hyōsatsu.

most houses have central heating. houses are usually heated by air-conditioning, 
kerosene heaters or underfloor heating.

mail is delivered directly into each house through 
a letterbox in the front door.

mail is delivered into a mail box outside the 
house.

houses usually house only one family. houses often house grandparents (nisetai).

few houses have an intercom security system. many suburban houses have electronic intercom 
systems to screen visitors.

houses are usually bought already built. Very few 
people have the chance to design their own home.

many houses are built to order by house builders 
such as Totate, Kintetsu, Tama Homes, etc.

few people have ‘unit baths’ or walk in shower 
rooms.

‘unit baths’ and walk in shower rooms are very 
common.

alternative activity: can yOU eXplain the StOry OF GOemOn?

According to legend, Ishikawa Goemon was a 16th century bandit/warrior who stole from the 
rich and gave to the poor. He also attempted to assassinate Toyotomi Hideyoshi, for which he 
and his family were boiled alive in a large iron cauldron (similar to the bath that bears his name) 
outside the gates of Nanzen-ji in Kyoto. He has been memorialized in traditional theatre (kabuki) 
and modern art (manga).
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HOUSES IN BRITAIN / HOUSES IN JAPAN

How much do you know about the differences between British and Japanese houses? Read the 
‘In Britain …’ points, discuss them with your partners, and make a short note about the differ-
ences between British and Japanese houses.

In Britain … In Japan …

the toilet and bathroom are usually up-
stairs (often en-suite).

the washing machine is often in the 
kitchen or in a separate washing room.

houses are usually built using brick or 
stone.

a 100-year-old house is not so old.

many houses have lawns or gardens.

people often do their own DIY.

houses generally have more space, both 
inside and outside.

homes rarely have warm toilet seats and 
‘washlets’.

rooms are measured in square feet or 
meters.

each house has a number, and some-
times a name, such as ‘Rose Cottage’.

most houses have central heating.

mail is delivered directly into each 
house through a letterbox in the front 
door.

houses usually house only one family.

few houses have an intercom security 
system.

houses are usually bought already built. 
Very few people have the chance to de-
sign their own home.

few people have ‘unit baths’ or walk in 
shower rooms.
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
TRADITIONAL JAPANESE HOUSES (Part 1)

THIS ACTIVITY SUPPORTS THE SPEAKING ACTIVITY ON PAGES 54/55

 1. fūrin are wind chimes. They’re popular in summer and are usually made of glass or metal.

 2. goemonburo is an old-style bath, named after a historical character called Goemon, who was 
boiled alive in a cauldron.

 3. engawa is a narrow indoor space that runs around the outer part of the house.

 4. genkan is an entrance area just inside the front door, where we take our shoes off.

 5. botton benjo is a Japanese (squatting) non-flushing style toilet.

 6. amadoi is a traditional decorative drainpipe.

 7. kawara are ceramic roof tiles, often coloured blue, brown or grey.

 8. shachihoko is a fish tile which is said to protect the house from fire. It’s styled on the ‘gram-
pus’ fish decorations found on the roof of Nagoya castle.

 9. kura is a wattle & daub storehouse for rice etc. It has small windows (to stop fire) and a 
tight-fitting door (to block gaps for mice and other animals.) 

10. kayabukiyane is a thatched straw roof sometimes found in rural areas.

11. kotatsu are low, heated tables. They’re especially popular in winter. Another type is the 
‘horigotatsu’, which is a heated table with a space sunk into the floor to allow easier seating.

12. zaisu are chairs without legs. These chairs are used on tatami.

13. tatami are straw mats used as flooring in traditional Japanese rooms.

14. tokonoma is a decorative alcove in a traditional style tatami room. It often contains ikebana 
(flower arrangement) and a kakejiku (hanging scroll).

15. shōji are sliding paper window screens.

16. kakejiku is a hanging picture or scroll. It’s often found in the tokonoma in a Japanese-style 
tatami room.

17. oshiire are closets for storing bedding.

18. butsudan (butsuma) is a Buddhist family altar, usually found in the zashiki.

19. ranma are decorative wooden panels or screens (transoms) above the sliding doors or 
between the wall and the ceiling. They allow air to flow between rooms, even when doors 
are shut.

20. fusuma are sliding (paper screen) doors or partitions.

21. zabuton are cushions used when sitting on tatami.
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
TRADITIONAL JAPANESE HOUSES (Part 2)

This activity supports the various discussion, speaking and vocabulary activities in Unit 8: Tra-
ditional Japanese Houses

 1. byōbu are folding screens, used to separate indoor areas.

 2. chabudai are low tables, used without chairs when serving traditional food and drink in 
Japanese style rooms. They’re also called ‘zataku’. 

 3. chadansu is an old style chest, or chest of drawers, originally used for storing tea and other 
tea-related items, such as teacups and bowls.

 4. daikokubashira is the house’s main supporting pillar (hashira). We often talk about fathers 
being ‘daikokubashira’ because they support the family.

 5. doma is an earth-floored working area between the living area and an animal shed.

 6. endai is a platform or deck for sitting outside the house, a kind of veranda.

 7. irori is a traditional fire (cooking) place set in the floor.

 8. kaidan dansu is a step chest (of drawers). They were also used as stairs.

 9. kamidana is a (shelf for a) Shinto family altar, often found in the kitchen. Householders pray 
to the gods for protection, good health and prosperity.

10. koya is a kind of shed. An inugoya is a doghouse (or kennel), and an umagoya is a (horse’s) 
stable.

11. machiya are traditional wooden townhouses or shops associated with Kyoto. They were 
usually deep buildings with narrow fronts, and they housed merchants or craftspeople.

12. madori is the lay-out, or floor plan of a Japanese house or apartment. The madori usually 
shows the size of the rooms, measured in the number of tatami mats that would fit into each 
room.

13. minka are traditional buildings such as machiya and nōka (types of Japanese vernacular archi-
tecture).

14. naya are usually wooden structures built for animals, like a barn or an animal shed. Horses 
and cattle were vital for people’s survival, so animals were often kept within the family 
home. 

15. nōka are farm houses.

16. oku-no-ma and naka-no-ma are the back or central rooms in a traditional house.

17. sōko is a kind of warehouse.

18. tana are shelves, for example a hondana is a bookshelf. Chigaidana are often found in the 
tokonoma.

19. toilet slippers are the special plastic or wooden slippers that Japanese often wear when they 
use the toilet. They should only be used in the toilet area.
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20. tōyu hiitā are kerosene heaters. They’re commonly used in Japan.

21. udatsu are decorative fire blocks that were built onto the side of richer merchant’s houses. 
Only richer merchants could afford them, so failure to build one indicated lack of business 
success, hence the expression ‘udatsu ga agaranai’ means ‘failing to meet expectations’.

22. washiki toire is a modern Japanese-style (squatting) toilet.

23. zashiki is the main Japanese style room, usually used as a reception room for visitors and 
special guests

24. zataku is a low table used without chairs when serving traditional food and drink in Japa-
nese style rooms. It’s also called ‘chabudai’.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
TRADITIONAL JAPANESE HOUSES (Part 1)

Fill the gaps in the sentences below, using the following words:

kayabukiyane shachihoko engawa fūrin 

tatami zabuton butsudan (butsuma) fusuma 

botton benjo goemonburo oshiire genkan 

kawara kura zaisu shōji 

kakejiku amadoi kotatsu tokonoma 

ranma

 1. _________ are wind chimes. They’re popular in summer and are usually made of glass or 
metal.

 2. _________ is an old-style bath, named after a historical character called Goemon, who was 
boiled alive in a cauldron.

 3. _________ is a narrow indoor space that runs around the outer part of the house.

 4. _________ is an entrance area just inside the front door, where we take our shoes off.

 5. _________ is a Japanese (squatting) non-flushing style toilet.

 6. _________ is a traditional decorative drainpipe.

 7. _________ are ceramic roof tiles, often coloured blue, brown or grey.

 8. _________ is a fish tile which is said to protect the house from fire. It’s styled on the ‘gram-
pus’ fish decorations found on the roof of Nagoya castle.

 9. _________ is a wattle & daub storehouse for rice etc. It has small windows (to stop fire) and 
a tight-fitting door (to block gaps for mice and other animals). 

10. _________ is a thatched straw roof sometimes found in rural areas.

11. _________ are low, heated tables. They’re especially popular in winter. Another type is the 
‘horigotatsu’, which is a heated table with a space sunk into the floor to allow easier seating.

12. _________ are chairs without legs. These chairs are used on tatami.

13. _________ are straw mats used as flooring in traditional Japanese rooms.

14. _________ is a decorative alcove in a traditional style tatami room. It often contains ikebana 
(flower arrangement) and a kakejiku (hanging scroll).

15. _________ are sliding paper window screens.

16. _________ is a hanging picture or scroll. It’s often found in the tokonoma in a Japanese-style 
tatami room.
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17. _________ are closets for storing bedding.

18. _________ is a Buddhist family altar, usually found in the zashiki.

19. _________ are decorative wooden panels or screens (transoms) above the sliding doors or 
between the wall and the ceiling. They allow air to flow between rooms, even when doors 
are shut.

20. _________ are sliding (paper screen) doors or partitions.

21. _________ are cushions used when sitting on tatami.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
TRADITIONAL JAPANESE HOUSES (Part 2)

Fill the gaps in the sentences below, using the following words:

toilet slippers naya sōko tana tōyu hiitā 

washiki toire zataku zashiki udatsu nōka 

oku-no-ma naka-no-ma minka madori doma 

kamidana machiya koya kaidan dansu chadansu 

endai chabudai byōbu irori daikokubashira

 1. ____________ are folding screens, used to separate indoor areas.

 2. ____________ are low tables, used without chairs when serving traditional food and drink 
in Japanese style rooms. They’re also called ‘zataku’. 

 3. ____________ is an old style chest, or chest of drawers, originally used for storing tea and 
other tea-related items, such as teacups and bowls.

 4. ____________ is the house’s main supporting pillar (hashira). We often talk about fathers 
being ‘____________’ because they support the family.

 5. ____________ is an earth-floored working area between the living area and an animal shed.

 6. ____________ is a platform or deck for sitting outside the house, a kind of veranda.

 7. ____________ is a traditional fire (cooking) place set in the floor.

 8. ____________ is a step chest (of drawers). They were also used as stairs.

 9. ____________ is a (shelf for a) Shinto family altar, often found in the kitchen. Householders 
pray to the gods for protection, good health and prosperity.

10. ____________ is a kind of shed. An inugoya is a doghouse (or kennel), and an umagoya is a 
(horse’s) stable.

11. ____________ are traditional wooden townhouses or shops associated with Kyoto. They 
were usually deep buildings with narrow fronts, and they housed merchants or craftspeople.

12. ____________ is the lay-out, or floor plan of a Japanese house or apartment. The madori 
usually shows the size of the rooms, measured in the number of tatami mats that would fit 
into each room.

13. ____________ are traditional buildings such as machiya and nōka (types of Japanese ver-
nacular architecture).

14. ____________ are usually wooden structures built for animals, like a barn or animal shed. 
Horses and cattle were vital for people’s survival, so animals were often kept within the 
family home. 

15. ____________ are farm houses.
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16. ____________ and ____________ are the back or central rooms in a traditional house.

17. ____________ is a kind of warehouse.

18. ____________ are shelves, for example a hondana is a bookshelf. Chigaidana are often found 
in the tokonoma.

19. ____________ are the special plastic or wooden slippers that Japanese often wear when they 
use the toilet. They should only be used in the toilet area.

20. ____________ are kerosene heaters. They’re commonly used in Japan.

21. ____________ are decorative fire blocks that were built onto the side of richer merchant’s 
houses. Only richer merchants could afford them, so failure to build one indicated lack of 
business success, hence the expression ‘____________ ga agaranai’ means ‘failing to meet 
expectations’.

22. ____________ is a modern Japanese-style (squatting) toilet.

23. ____________ is the main Japanese style room, usually used as a reception room for visitors 
and special guests

24. ____________ is a low table used without chairs when serving traditional food and drink in 
Japanese style rooms. It’s also called ‘chabudai’.
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unit 9: SPECIAL DAYS AND EVENTS

Warm Up p. 58

The 12 animals of the Japanese zodiac are:

1. mouse (rat) 2. cow (ox) 3. tiger 4. rabbit (hare)
5. dragon 6. snake 7. horse 8. sheep
9. monkey 10. cock (rooster, chicken)
11. dog 12. wild boar (wild pig, pig)

BeFOre yOU liSten  p. 59

Suggestions include:

1.  Bamboo branches, paper messages (tanzaku), colourful streamers, origami items such as 
cranes, kimono etc. 

2.  They do things like visit family, visit and clean ancestral graves, burn incense and pray to 
ancestors, decorate graves with flowers and paper lanterns, wear a yukata, go to bon dances, 
watch summer fireworks, etc.

liSteninG p. 59

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 60

1. What did Danny call the Amanogawa?

 The Milky Way

2. What four fun things did Kumi talk about doing at o-bon?

 Get together with friends, go to a bon dance, wear a yukata, watch fireworks.

SpeaKinG 1: the traDitiOnal JapaneSe calenDar p. 60

 1. Mutsuki (January) 睦月 means ‘month of harmony’ or ‘month of affection’.

 2. Kisaragi or kinusaragi (February) 如月 or 衣更着 refers to wearing extra clothes against the 
cold.

 3. Yayoi (March) 弥生 shows the beginning of spring. It refers to ‘new life’ and ‘growth’. Yayoi is 
often used as a girl’s name.

 4. Uzuki (April) 卯月 takes its name from a flower ‘u no hana’.

 5. Satsuki (May) 五月 or 皐月 or 早月 means ‘fast month’. Also refers to the early planting of 
young rice seedlings. Satsuki is often used as a girl’s name.
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 6. Minazuki or minatsuki (June) 水無月 means ‘no water month’ probably because all the water 
was being used for ricefields. 

 7. Fumizuki (July) 文月 is the literary month.

 8. Hazuki (August) 葉月 the characters for this month mean ‘leaf month’. (Note, the old calen-
dar was one month ahead of the western calendar, so this month would have effectively been 
in the month of falling leaves, in September or October).

 9. Nagatsuki (September) 長月 the characters for this month mean ‘long month’, maybe refer-
ring to the traditional harvest moon.

10. Kannazuki (October) 神無月 Also called kaminazuki, the characters mean ‘no gods month’. 
This is when the gods are believed to leave their shrines for an annual meeting in Izumo. In 
Izumo (home of Izumo Taisha) the month is called ‘kamiarizuki’ (the month of the gods).

11. Shimotsuki (November) 霜月 the characters for this month mean ‘frost month’.

12. Shiwasu (December) 師走 The characters for this month mean ‘priest (or teacher) running’. 
The month is so named because priests (and teachers) are always busy at the end of the year.

• Why is minazuki/minatsuki the month without water?

Culture note: The traditional calendar was adjusted according to the cycles of the moon 
and sun, so the months don’t necessarily exactly equate to our modern months. Some-
times the traditional calendar months came 3–7 weeks later than ours, so minazuki could 
have been in July or even August—months with little or no water. Similarly hazuki—leaf 
month, (which refers to the falling of the leaves, rather than their first appearance) could 
have been October, rather than August. Frost month—shimotsuki—might have been 
found in our January rather than November, (and could, depending on the location, 
have been very frosty).

SpeaKinG 2: haD a BaD Day? p. 60

The 6 days of the traditional calendar (rokuyō or rokki) are characterized as follows:

•  sakigachi (senshō) brings good luck in the morning (before noon) but bad luck in the after-
noon.

•  tomobiki is a day for pulling friends. This is a good day for parties, but funerals are strictly 
avoided!

• sakimake (senbu) brings bad luck in the morning, but good luck in the afternoon.

•  butsumetsu—the unluckiest day, it commemorates the day that Buddha died, so not a good 
day for weddings!

• taian—the luckiest day, a good day for weddings and special events. 

• shakkō is unlucky all day, except for the two hours from 11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.

Culture note: The days may be calculated from January 1st, which is always sakigachi, Jan 
2nd is tomobiki, continuing in the same order as above until February 1st, which is 
always tomobiki. March 1st is always sakimake, and so on, until July 1st, which returns to 
sakigachi, and continues through the cycle.
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SpeaKinG: all year BinGO (See ‘BinGO GUiDance’ in the introduction) p. 61

Pay special attention to the sentence heads. Learners will have to decide whether the item is ‘a 
special day’, ‘a festival’, ‘a time when …’ etc. For example:

•  Seijin no hi (Coming of Age Day) is a special day for young people who will become 20 years 
old in the coming year. 

•  Tanabata is a festival held on July 7th every year. It’s known as the Star Festival, because two 
stars appear to meet in the night sky at this time.

• Golden Week is a time in early May when several public holidays come at the same time.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 63

This activity (found on page 93 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘School and College 
Life’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 10 
Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.

Partner A: ALL YEAR BINGO Vocabulary list

1.  genbaku kinenbi (Hiroshima A-Bomb Anniver-
sary)

2. o-higan/shūbun no hi (Autumnal Equinox)

3. bōnenkai

4. tomobiki

5. kodomo no hi (Children’s Day)

6. seijinshiki (seijin no hi, Coming of Age Day)

7. kenpō kinenbi (Constitution Memorial Day)

8. dampatsushiki

9. hinamatsuri (The Doll Festival)

10. gōruden uīku (Golden Week)

11. midori no hi (Greenery Day)

12. taiku no hi (Health & Sports Day)

13. hōji

14. jichinsai

15. kanreki

16. kekkonshiki

17. kisaragi

18. kompa

19. koromogae

20. kōshien

21. kinrōkansha no hi (Labour Thanksgiving Day)

22. umi no hi (Marine Day)

23. tsukimi (Moon-viewing day / Harvest festival)

24. bunka no hi (National Culture Day)

25. kenkoku kinenbi (National Foundation Day)

Partner B: ALL YEAR BINGO Vocabulary list

1. o-shōgatsu (New Year’s Day)

2. ōmisoka (New Year’s Eve)

3. nyūgakushiki

4. o-hakamairi

5. o-hanami

6. o-miai

7. o-miyamairi

8. o-sōshiki

9. keirō no hi (Respect for the Aged Day)

10. shichi-go-san (Seven-five-three Festival)

11. shiwasu

12. shochūmimai

13. shōwa no hi (Shōwa Day)

14. shūsen kinenbi

15. sotsugyōshiki

16. taian

17. taue

18. setsubun (The division of the seasons)

19. tennō tanjōbi (The Emperor’s Birthday)

20. o-bon (The Lantern Festival)

21. tanabata (The Star Festival)

22. tondo yaki

23.  o-higan /shunbun no hi (Vernal/Spring 
Equinox)

24. howaito dei (White Day)

25. yayoi
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY:
THE DAYS OF OUR LIVES BOARDGAME

This game may be played in the same way as the game in Unit 2: ‘My Home Town’.

•  Be sure that students understand the finger counting system. This is NOT ‘paper-scissors-
stone’, only two, one or no fingers should be put out by the two partners. 

•  The quality of responses will vary according to the day listed on the square. Some days will 
simply be “It’s a public holiday in (month)”. Other squares will require more lengthy expla-
nations.

•  Ensure that partner #1 asks the initial question (from the board), and that partner #2 asks a 
back-up question to get more information. Explain also that the speaker (partner #3) should 
always try to give reasonably detailed information.

Chronologically, the board game dates are:

New Year’s Day (O-shōgatsu)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . January 1st
Coming of Age Day (Seijin no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2nd Monday of January
The division of the seasons (Setsubun) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . February 3rd or 4th
National Foundation Day (Kenkoku kinenbi) . . . . . . . . . . . . February 11th
Doll Festival (Hinamatsuri)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 3rd
White Day (Howaito dei)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . March 14th
Vernal/Spring Equinox (O-Higan /Shunbun no hi) . . . . . . . . (around March 21st)
Showa Day (Shōwa no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . April 29th
Golden Week (Goruden Uīku)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Early May 
Constitution Memorial Day (Kenpō Kinenbi) . . . . . . . . . . . . May 3rd
Greenery Day (Midori no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . May 4th
Children’s Day (Kodomo no hi /Tango no sekku)  . . . . . . . . . . May 5th
The Star Festival (Tanabata) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . July 7th
Marine Day (Umi no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3rd Monday of July
(Hiroshima) A-Bomb Anniversary (Genbaku kinenbi) . . . . . August 6th
The Lantern Festival (O-bon) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . August 13th-15th
Respect for the Aged Day (Keirō no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3rd Monday of September
Autumnal Equinox (O-Higan/Shūbun no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . (around) September 23rd
Moon-viewing (harvest) festival (Tsukimi)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . Full moon in September
Health & Sports Day (Taiku no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2nd Monday of October
National Culture Day (Bunka no hi) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 3rd
Seven-five-three Festival (Shichi-go-san) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . November 15th
Labour Thanksgiving Day (Kinrōkansha no hi)  . . . . . . . . . . . November 23rd 
The Emperor’s Birthday (Tennō tanjōbi)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . December 23rd
New Year’s Eve (Omisoka)  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . December 31st

alternative activity: 

Ask learners to explain the various periods. What are the meanings of:

• Heisei (means ‘peace everywhere’ or ‘enduring peace’)
• Shōwa (meaning ‘period of enlightened peace’)
• Taishō (meaning ‘great righteousness’)
• Meiji (meaning ‘enlightened rule’)
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Explaining Special Days

Japan has so many festivals and special events. It would be difficult to list them all, but they’re 
much too important to ignore. Do your best to explain them, and always try to give more infor-
mation about what you do, and how these special occasions originated.

What’s (Japanese name)?

 It’s (English name).
 It’s a day when we show respect to …
 It’s a time when we …
 It’s a national / public holiday. We …
 It’s a festival where we …

tStart here, and go through the year … 

New Year’s Day 
(O-shōgatsu) 
January 1st

Coming of Age Day
(Seijinshiki) 

2nd Monday of  
January

The division of the 
seasons

(Setsubun) 
February 3rd or 4th

National  
Foundation Day

(Kenkoku kinenbi) 
February 11th

Doll Festival
(Hinamatsuri) 

March 3rd

White Day
(Howaito dei) 
March 14th

Children’s Day
(Kodomo no hi / 
Tango no sekku) 

May 5th

Greenery Day 
(Midori no hi) 

May 4th

Constitution 
Memorial Day

(Kenpō Kinenbi) 
May 3rd

Showa Day
(Shōwa no hi)

April 29th

Vernal/Spring Equinox
(O-Higan /

Shunbun no hi)
(around March 21st)

The Star Festival
(Tanabata) 

July 7th

Marine Day
(Umi no hi)

3rd Monday in July

(Hiroshima) A-Bomb 
Anniversary 

(Genbaku kinenbi)
August 6th

The Lantern Festival
(O-bon)

August 13th–15th

Respect for the Aged 
Day (Keirō no hi) 
3rd Monday of  

September

Autumnal Equinox
(O-Higan/

Shūbun no hi) 
(around) Sept. 23rd

Moon-viewing (har-
vest) festival

(Tsukimi)
Full moon in Sept.

The Emperor’s  
Birthday

(Tennō tanjōbi)
December 23rd

Labour 
Thanksgiving Day

(Kinrōkansha no hi)
November 23rd 

Seven-five-three 
Festival 

(Shichi-go-san)
November 15th

National Culture Day
(Bunka no hi) 

November 3rd

Health & Sports Day
(Taiku no hi)

2nd Monday of  
October

New Year’s Eve 
(Ōmisoka) 

December 31st
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p lay in groups of three. 

When it’s your turn, your partners will put 

out two      , one      , or no fingers      . Count 

the fingers and move this number of spaces. 

explain the day(s) using sentences, and 

always try to give more information. Partners, 

always ask a back-up question!



ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY: 
ALL YEAR BINGO PART 1

 1. bōnenkai is a party held at the end of the year, when people (often co-workers) get together 
to celebrate the passing of the previous year. ‘Bōnen’ means ‘forget the year.”

 2. bunka no hi (National Culture Day) is a national public holiday. Its name means ‘culture day’.

 3. dampatsushiki is a ceremony when a sumō wrestler retires. The wrestler’s hair is cut by his 
supporters, and the final cut (of his top knot) is made by his stable-master.

 4. Dontaku matsuri is an 800-year-old festival held in Hakata, Fukuoka.

 5. genbaku kinenbi (Hiroshima A-Bomb Anniversary) is the anniversary of the atomic bombing 
of Hiroshima (August 6th) and Nagasaki (August 9th).

 6. Gion matsuri is a summer Shintō festival at Yasaka shrine in Gion, Kyoto. They have giant 
floats and lots of music.

 7. goruden uīku (Golden Week) is the name given to a period in early May when three public 
holidays occur.

 8. hinamatsuri (The Doll Festival) is a girl’s festival. Girls display dolls of the traditional Heian 
court on 5- or 7-tiered stands.

 9. hōji is a Buddhist memorial ceremony, held at certain times after someone’s death. Times 
vary with local customs, but usually at 49 days, and after that, at o-bon, then optionally at 1, 
3, 5, 7, 13 years up to either or 39 or 50 years. 

10. howaito dei (White Day) is one month after St. Valentine’s day. Men are expected to give gifts 
to women (in return for gifts received on St. Valentine’s day).

11. jichinsai is a Shintō ceremony to purify the ground before building on it.

12. jikkan jūnishi is the 60-year cycle of the Chinese zodiac. It combines the twelve (animal) 
years with the five elements, wood, fire, earth, water and metal. This means that someone 
born in, for example, 1966 or early ‘67, would be a ‘fire-horse’ combination.

13. kanreki is a celebration of someone’s 60th birthday. Other celebrations are held at 70, 77, 80, 
88, 90, etc. Kanreki is the completion of 5 (elements) x 12 (years) of jikkan jūnishi, the Chi-
nese 60-year cycle.

14. keirō no hi (Respect for the Aged Day) is a day when we are supposed to think of the elderly. 
We often visit our grandparents on this day.

15. kekkonshiki is a wedding ceremony. Traditional wedding ceremonies were usually either 
Shintō (shinzen kekkonshiki), or Buddhist (butsuzen kekkonshiki). Unlike wedding receptions, 
which are attended by many friends and family, traditional wedding ceremonies are usually 
only attended by close family members.

16. kenkoku kinenbi (National Foundation Day) is a public holiday for ‘National Foundation Day’. 
It’s on February 11th.
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17. kenpō kinenbi (Constitution Memorial Day) this is a public holiday to commemorate Japan’s 
national constitution.

18. kinrō kansha no hi is Labour Thanksgiving Day. It was originally a harvest festival.

19. kisaragi is the traditional name for the second month of the Japanese calendar. The name 
refers to wearing extra clothes against the cold.

20. kodomo no hi (formerly known as tango no sekku) (Children’s Day) is on May 5th. It was 
originally Boy’s Day. Families fly carp streamers to symbolize courage and strength, and 
many boys display models of traditional armour in their houses.

21. kokumin no shukujitsu is just a public holiday.

22. kompa is a dating party, usually with equal numbers of males and females.

23. koromogae is the time when people make a seasonal change with their clothes or their uni-
forms.

24. kōshien is the annual national high school baseball tournament.

25. midori no hi is known as Greenery Day. It’s a holiday to encourage people to appreciate 
nature. It’s held on the birthday of nature-loving former Emperor Hirohito (known in Japan 
as Shōwa Tennō).

26. nengajō are New Year cards sent to friends and family, usually those who we don’t often meet 
in our daily lives. We use them to keep in touch and to wish them well for the New Year.

27. nyūgakushiki is a school entrance ceremony.

28. o-bon (The Lantern Festival) is a time in August when we remember our ancestors. We wash 
their graves, burn incense and decorate the grave with lanterns and flowers or some other 
offering. It’s also a time for festivals and the ‘bon’ dance. It’s a kind of Buddhist ‘All Soul’s 
Day’.

29. o-hakamairi is visiting our family or ancestors’ graves to pray, and usually offer flowers or 
burn incense.

30. o-hanami is a time in March or April where people enjoy viewing cherry blossoms, in parks 
or public gardens. Families and work colleagues often gather at nighttime under the cherry 
blossoms, eating and drinking at o-hanami parties.
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY: 
ALL YEAR BINGO PART 2

 1. shunbun no hi (o-higan) is the vernal or spring equinox in March. It’s the day when night and 
day are equal in length.

 2. o-higan is a time in spring and autumn when we remember our ancestors, usually visiting 
their graves to pray. The name means ‘the other side of the river’ (where the ancestors ‘live’ 
in the afterlife).

 3. shūbun no hi is the autumn equinox, when night and day are the same length. It coincides 
with the autumn o-higan.

 4. o-miaikekkon is an arranged marriage.

 5. ōmisoka is New Year’s Eve. It’s a time for families to get together, clean the house, maybe visit 
a temple, pray, and listen to joyanokane. Others watch kōhaku-utagassen (a TV song contest) 
and eat toshikoshi (year crossing) soba noodles.

 6. o-miyamairi is the first visit to a shrine with a new-born baby. The priest blesses the baby, 
and the family gives thanks and prays for the baby’s health and good luck. 

 7. o-shōgatsu is the New Year. We have special customs, and eat special New Year food, such as 
o-sechi ryōri, o-mochi (rice cakes) and o-zōni (soup).

 8. o-sōshiki is a funeral ceremony, usually held at a crematorium or a temple two or three days 
after the person’s death.

 9. Sanja matsuri is a big festival in May in Tokyo Asakusa shrine. People carry heavy portable 
shrines through the streets near the shrine.

10. seijinshiki (Coming of Age Day) is a ceremony to celebrate ‘Coming of Age’. Special events are 
usually held for all those who become 20 years of age in that school year.

11. setsubun is the division of the seasons, usually in early February. It’s the day before spring 
starts. We have a custom of scattering dried beans to send bad luck (and devils!) out of the 
house and bring good luck in. We also eat makizushi and the same number of dried beans as 
our age, for good health.

12. shichi-go-san (Seven-five-three Festival) is a festival to celebrate the health of children who 
will become 7, 5 or 3 in the coming year.

13. shikofumi is a ritual to purify the sumo wrestling ring. Wrestlers stamp the ground to scare 
away bad spirits.

14. shiwasu is the traditional Japanese name for the month of December. The name means ‘Priest 
running’ as the year-end is traditionally a busy time for priests, conducting various rites, 
blessings and ceremonies.

15. shochūmimai are summer greeting cards, sent around July 15th to wish someone good health 
and to help them through the heat of the Japanese summer.
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16. Shōwa no hi (Shōwa Day) is a public holiday held on April 29th. It commemorates the life 
and times of the former Shōwa Emperor (known in the west as Emperor Hirohito).

17. shūsen kinenbi is the day on which the Second World War ended (August 15th 1945). People 
remember those who died in the war and pray for peace.

18. sotsugyōshiki is a graduation or commencement ceremony.

19. taian is the luckiest day of the traditional Japanese calendar. It’s a good day for holding wed-
dings, starting a business and other social gatherings.

20. taiku no hi (Health & Sports Day) is a national public holiday, to encourage people to take 
part in sports.

21. tanabata (The Star Festival) is the Weaver Star festival on July 7th. Two lovers, symbolized by 
stars that are separated by the Milky Way, are reunited on this night. We write our wishes 
and poems on paper and tie them to a bamboo branch.

22. taue is the time of the year when rice seedlings are planted, usually from May to June. It’s an 
important event, particularly in rural communities.

23. tennō tanjōbi is the Emperor’s birthday. It’s a public holiday.

24. tomobiki is a bad day in the traditional Japanese calendar. It literally means ‘pulling friends’ 
so it’s a really bad day for a funeral. 

25. tondo yaki is on the 14th day of the Chinese New year. We make a big fire and burn our New 
Year decorations. We toast o-mochi in the fire and eat them for good health.

26. tsukimi is moon-viewing day, a harvest festival. In the past, people would view the full moon, 
giving thanks for a good harvest.

27. umi no hi is Marine Day. It’s a public holiday to encourage people to appreciate and enjoy the 
sea.

28. yayoi is the third month of the traditional Japanese calendar, and welcomes the beginning of 
spring. It refers to ‘new life’ and ‘growth’. Yayoi is often used as a girl’s name.

29. yukimatsuri is the Snow Festival in Hokkaido. People create giant snow sculptures and it’s a 
popular tourist attraction.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY: 
ALL YEAR BINGO PART 1

To help you talk about special days and events in Japan, fill the gaps in the definitions with the 
Japanese words below.

kekkonshiki o-hakamairi midori no hi kenkoku kinenbi 

kōshien Dontaku matsuri nyūgakushiki dampatsushiki 

bōnenkai kompa nengajō o-hanami  

kodomo no hi koromogae o-bon kisaragi 

bunka no hi kinrō kansha no hi kenpō kinenbi keirō no hi

genbaku kinenbi hōji kanreki howaito dei  

hinamatsuri gōruden uīku jichinsai jikkan jūnishi 

Gion matsuri kokumin no shukujitsu

 1. _____________ is a party held at the end of the year, when people (often co-workers) get 
together to celebrate the passing of the previous year. ‘Bōnen’ means ‘forget the year.”

 2. _____________ (National Culture Day) is a national public holiday. Its name means ‘culture 
day’.

 3. _____________ is a ceremony when a sumō wrestler retires. The wrestler’s hair is cut by his 
supporters, and the final cut (of his top knot) is made by his stable-master.

 4. _____________ is an 800-year-old festival held in Hakata, Fukuoka.

 5. _____________ (Hiroshima A-Bomb Anniversary) is the anniversary of the atomic bombing 
of Hiroshima (August 6th) and Nagasaki (August 9th).

 6. _____________ is a summer Shintō festival at Yasaka shrine in Gion, Kyoto. They have giant 
floats and lots of music.

 7. _____________ (Golden Week) is the name given to a period in early May when three 
public holidays occur.

 8. _____________ (The Doll Festival) is a girl’s festival. Girls display dolls of the traditional 
Heian court on 5- or 7-tiered stands.

 9. _____________ is a Buddhist memorial ceremony, held at certain times after someone’s 
death. Times vary with local customs, but usually at 49 days, and after that, at o-bon, then 
optionally at 1, 3, 5, 7, 13 years up to either or 39 or 50 years. 

10. _____________ (White Day) is one month after St. Valentine’s day. Men are expected to give 
gifts to women (in return for gifts received on St. Valentine’s day).

11. _____________ is a Shintō ceremony to purify the ground before building on it.

12. _____________ is the 60-year cycle of the Chinese zodiac. It combines the twelve (animal) 
years with the five elements, wood, fire, earth, water and metal. This means that someone 
born in, for example, 1966 or early ’67, would be a ‘fire-horse’ combination.
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13. _____________ is a celebration of someone’s 60th birthday. Other celebrations are held at 
70, 77, 80, 88, 90, etc. Kanreki is the completion of 5 (elements) x 12 (years) of jikkan 
jūnishi, the Chinese 60-year cycle.

14. _____________ (Respect for the Aged Day) is a day when we are supposed to think of the 
elderly. We often visit our grandparents on this day.

15. _____________ is a wedding ceremony. Traditional wedding ceremonies were usually either 
Shintō (shinzen kekkonshiki), or Buddhist (butsuzen kekkonshiki). Unlike wedding receptions, 
which are attended by many friends and family, traditional wedding ceremonies are usually 
only attended by close family members.

16. _____________ (National Foundation Day) is a public holiday for ‘National Foundation 
Day’. It’s on February 11th.

17. _____________ (Constitution Memorial Day) this is a public holiday to commemorate 
Japan’s national constitution.

18. _____________ is Labour Thanksgiving Day. It was originally a harvest festival.

19. _____________ is the traditional name for the second month of the Japanese calendar. The 
name refers to wearing extra clothes against the cold.

20. _____________ (formerly known as tango no sekku) (Children’s Day) is on May 5th. It was 
originally Boy’s Day. Families fly carp streamers to symbolize courage and strength, and 
many boys display models of traditional armour in their houses.

21. _____________ is just a public holiday.

22. _____________ is a dating party, usually with equal numbers of males and females.

23. _____________ is the time when people make a seasonal change with their clothes or their 
uniforms.

24. _____________ is the annual national high school baseball tournament.

25. _____________ is known as Greenery Day. It’s a holiday to encourage people to appreciate 
nature. It’s held on the birthday of nature-loving former Emperor Hirohito (known in Japan 
as Shōwa Tennō).

26. _____________ are New Year cards sent to friends and family, usually those who we don’t 
often meet in our daily lives. We use them to keep in touch and to wish them well for the 
New Year.

27. _____________ is a school entrance ceremony.

28. _____________ (The Lantern Festival) is a time in August when we remember our ances-
tors. We wash their graves, burn incense and decorate the grave with lanterns and flowers or 
some other offering. It’s also a time for festivals and the ‘bon’ dance. It’s a kind of Buddhist 
‘All Soul’s Day’.

29. _____________ is visiting our family or ancestors’ graves to pray, and usually offer flowers 
or burn incense.

30. _____________ is a time in March or April where people enjoy viewing cherry blossoms, in 
parks or public gardens. Families and work colleagues often gather at nighttime under the 
cherry blossoms, eating and drinking at o-hanami parties.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY: 
ALL YEAR BINGO PART 2

tanabata taiku no hi taian sotsugyōshiki 
o-shōgatsu seijinshiki setsubun shikofumi 
shiwasu Sanja matsuri shochūmimai Shōwa no hi 
o-sōshiki shichi-go-san shūsen kinenbi yukimatsuri 
yayoi umi no hi tsukimi tondo yaki 
tomobiki taue tennō tanjōbi shūbun no hi
o-miai kekkon ōmisoka o-miyamairi o-higan 
shunbun no hi (o-higan)

 1. _____________ is the vernal or spring equinox in March. It’s the day when night and day 
are equal in length.

 2. _____________ is a time in spring and autumn when we remember our ancestors, usually 
visiting their graves to pray. The name means ‘the other side of the river’ (where the ances-
tors ‘live’ in the afterlife).

 3. _____________ is the autumn equinox, when night and day are the same length. It coin-
cides with the autumn o-higan.

 4. _____________ is an arranged marriage.

 5. _____________ is New Year’s Eve. It’s a time for families to get together, clean the house, 
maybe visit a temple, pray, and listen to joyanokane. Others watch kōhaku-utagassen (a TV 
song contest) and eat toshikoshi (year crossing) soba noodles.

 6. _____________ is the first visit to a shrine with a new-born baby. The priest blesses the 
baby, and the family gives thanks and prays for the baby’s health and good luck. 

 7. _____________ is the New Year. We have special customs, and eat special New Year food, 
such as o-sechi ryōri, o-mochi (rice cakes) and o-zōni (soup).

 8. _____________ is a funeral ceremony, usually held at a crematorium or a temple two or 
three days after the person’s death.

 9. _____________ is a big festival in May in Tokyo Asakusa shrine. People carry heavy por-
table shrines through the streets near the shrine.

10. _____________ (Coming of Age Day) is a ceremony to celebrate ‘Coming of Age’. Special 
events are usually held for all those who become 20 years of age in that school year.

11. _____________ is the division of the seasons, usually in early February. It’s the day before 
spring starts. We have a custom of scattering dried beans to send bad luck (and devils!) out 
of the house and bring good luck in. We also eat makizushi and the same number of dried 
beans as our age, for good health.
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12. _____________ (Seven-five-three Festival) is a festival to celebrate the health of children 
who will become 7, 5 or 3 in the coming year.

13. _____________ is a ritual to purify the sumo wrestling ring. Wrestlers stamp the ground to 
scare away bad spirits.

14. _____________ is the traditional Japanese name for the month of December. The name 
means ‘Priest running’ as the year-end is traditionally a busy time for priests, conducting 
various rites, blessings and ceremonies.

15. _____________ are summer greeting cards, sent around July 15th to wish someone good 
health and to help them through the heat of the Japanese summer.

16. _____________ is a public holiday held on April 29th. It commemorates the life and times 
of the former Shōwa Emperor (known in the west as Emperor Hirohito).

17. _____________ is the day on which the Second World War ended (August 15th 1945). 
People remember those who died in the war and pray for peace.

18. _____________ is a graduation or commencement ceremony.

19. _____________ is the luckiest day of the traditional Japanese calendar. It’s a good day for 
holding weddings, starting a business and other social gatherings.

20. _____________ (Health & Sports Day) is a national public holiday, to encourage people to 
take part in sports.

21. _____________ (The Star Festival) is the Weaver Star festival on July 7th. Two lovers, sym-
bolized by stars that are separated by the Milky Way, are reunited on this night. We write 
our wishes and poems on paper and tie them to a bamboo branch.

22. _____________ is the time of the year when rice seedlings are planted, usually from May to 
June. It’s an important event, particularly in rural communities.

23. _____________ is the Emperor’s birthday. It’s a public holiday.

24. _____________ is a bad day in the traditional Japanese calendar. It literally means ‘pulling 
friends’ so it’s a really bad day for a funeral. 

25. _____________ is on the 14th day of the Chinese New year. We make a big fire and burn 
our New Year decorations. We toast o-mochi in the fire and eat them for good health.

26. _____________ is moon-viewing day, a harvest festival. In the past, people would view the 
full moon, giving thanks for a good harvest.

27. _____________ is Marine Day. It’s a public holiday to encourage people to appreciate and 
enjoy the sea.

28. _____________ is the third month of the traditional Japanese calendar, and welcomes the 
beginning of spring. It refers to ‘new life’ and ‘growth’. Yayoi is often used as a girl’s name.

29. _____________ is the Snow Festival in Hokkaido. People create giant snow sculptures and 
it’s a popular tourist attraction.
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unit 10: SCHOOL AND COLLEGE LIFE

Warm Up: vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 64

Question 2: If needed, brainstorm the more common classes being taken, and write them on the 
board. If you’re in a high school, some of the more common classes are listed at the end of this 
unit of the teacher’s manual. 

liSteninG p. 65

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while they read the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 66

1. At what age can you drink alcohol in public places in Britain? 

 At 18.

2. When does the school year start in Britain? 

 In September.

3.  Danny mentioned several differences between Japanese and British universities. For each 
difference, list one key word: 

Possible answers could be drawn from the following: 

a) campus life / bars / drinking

b) part time jobs

c) school year starts in September

d) students live in flats (apartments) or houses shared with a few or several friends

e) club activities (not so important)

f) not many private universities

g) more mature students

h) gap years

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG part 1 p. 66

daigaku no tan’i  . . . . . . . . . . (university) credit
hisshū kamoku  . . . . . . . . . . . mandatory / compulsory course
kōhai / sempai . . . . . . . . . . . junior / senior
nyūshi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . entrance exam
sentaku kamoku  . . . . . . . . . . optional / elective course
shūshokukatsudo . . . . . . . . . . job hunting
shūyō na kōsu . . . . . . . . . . . major
sotsugyō suru . . . . . . . . . . . . . to graduate
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vOcaBUlary BUilDinG part 2 p. 66

….gakubu . . . . . . . . . . . the faculty of … / the … faculty.
daigakuin  . . . . . . . . . . graduate school
gakuseika . . . . . . . . . . . . the student affairs section
keirika . . . . . . . . . . . . . . the accounting section
kyōmuka  . . . . . . . . . . . . the educational affairs section
monbukagakusho . . . . . . the Ministry of Education
shōgakkin . . . . . . . . . . . . scholarship
sōmuka  . . . . . . . . . . . . . the general affairs section
tesūryō / jugyō-ryō  . . . . tuition fees

vOcaBUlary DevelOpment & SpeaKinG: campUS GUiDinG p. 67

Spot the deliberate error! On the map, there is no International Affairs Office! The campus has 
been redesigned and the IAO has now been incorporated into the Centre for Overseas Students.

An alternative for this activity would be to use a map of your own college campus.

(14) is the playing fields and tennis courts.
(9) is the language learning resource centre.
(1) is the ATMs and vending machines.
(13) is the medical centre.
(2) is the Centre for Overseas Students and International Affairs.
(3) is the coffee shop.
(5) is the convenience store and bookshop.
(4) is the computer centre.
(11) is the main auditorium. 
(8) is the gym.
(15) is the student parking area.
(6) is the counseling centre.
(16) is the student union.
(10) is the library.
(7) is the dining hall / cafeteria.
(12) is the main administration building.

(c) is the student affairs section.
(a) is the educational affairs section.
(b) is the accounting section.
(d) is the general affairs section.

eXtenSiOn activity

Ask students to draw and label a map of their own university campus, then practise giving 
directions to different places around the campus. 

eXtenSiOn activity

If you teach in a high school, ask learners to help visiting students by identifying and explaining 
ten key places in the school. 
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SpeaKinG: eXplain yOUr cOUrSe p. 68

Encourage learners to make longer, rather than short, monosyllabic responses. Remind them 
that questions are often intended as prompts for conversation, not simply as a means to get 
information.

SpeaKinG: OverSeaS StUDent intervieW prOJect p. 68

If you’re fortunate enough to have access to international students, this activity offers a welcome 
and valuable opportunity for learners to make friends and enjoy using English for genuinely 
communicative purposes. In some cases it may be possible to arrange for an exchange class with 
the international students. 

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 69

This activity (found on page 93 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘Famous Japanese 
People’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 
11 Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY PART 1
SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Use key words to lead students to talk about their junior and senior high school experiences. 
This could cover all aspects of Japanese high school, such as club activities, daily schedules, 
school lunches, school trips, role of parents, cram school, entrance exams, and everyday duties 
such as cleaning, diary (nicchyoku), kiritsu/rei etc)

The following are some common subjects in junior and senior high school:

Subject

1 art (crafts) zukō 図工

2 calligraphy shūji 習字

3 biology seibutsu 生物

4 Japanese history nihonshi 日本史

5 earth science chigaku 地学

6 humanities jinbunkagaku 人文科学

7 classical literature kobun / kanbun 古文／漢文

8 world history sekaishi 世界史

9 home economics katei 家庭

10 social studies shakai 社会

11 maths sūgaku 数学

12 geography chirigaku 地理学

13 physical education taiku 体育

14 music ongaku 音楽

15 chemistry kagaku 化学

16 ethics rinri / dōtoku 倫理／道徳

17 science rika 理科

18 physics butsurigaku 物理学

19 computer science (IT) jōhō 情報
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY PART 2
SCHOOL LIFE

These items may be unfamiliar to people who didn’t go to school in Japan.

 1. han/kumi are the groups that are used for organizing children in classroom activities.

 2. kateihōmon is where a teacher visits a child’s home to meet and talk with the parents (usually 
the mother).

 3. kyūshoku tōban is when a child acts as lunch monitor and helps to serve food to classmates.

 4. kateikyōshi is a home tutor, usually a university student working part time.

 5. gakureki shakai refers to how society judges people according to their academic or educa-
tional achievements.

 6. rajio taisō is a programme of group exercise, often performed early in the morning during 
school summer holidays.

 7. sekigae is when all the children in the class change seats. It happens every month or so.

 8. kiritsu is when we bow to the teacher at the beginning and end of the day, and the beginning 
and the end of classes.

 9. daini botan watashi is a custom where graduating male high school students give the second 
top button of their uniform to their favourite girl or girlfriend.

10. juku is a private preparatory school for extra classes outside school, either in the evenings or 
at weekends.

11. yobikō is a private cram school particularly for students who want to pass university entrance 
exams or who have failed the entrance exams and want to try again.

12. dōsōkai is an alumni association for former classmates, ‘old boys’ and ‘old girls’ to keep in 
touch with each other and their schools.
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ANSWERS TO SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY PART 3
KUMI’S EXPERIENCES IN CANADA

This activity was based on the opinions of Japanese students returning to Japan after studying 
in Canada. They should be considered subjective and open to discussion and debate!

With regard to studying …

1. Canadian students are more motivated and study harder.

2. Japanese students do less reading outside class.

3. Canadian students go to college with a clearer purpose than Japanese students.

With regard to money … 

4. Japanese students rely more on their parents for financial support. 

5. Canadian students get student loans, and work in summer to pay tuition.

With regard to cultural and organizational factors …

6.  If there are problems, Canadian students have to take individual action to get counseling or 
advice.

7. Japanese students are less independent with regard to attendance.

8.  Canadian students are treated as equals by faculty members (a polite fiction) and may use 
first names when talking to each other. 

9. Canadian students are more frank and more likely to stand up for their rights.

10. For Japanese students the student, and faculty structure is more hierarchical.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY PART 1
SCHOOL SUBJECTS

Match the English subjects to their Japanese counterparts:

music geography calligraphy chemistry

physical education humanities Japanese history maths

classical literature social studies art (crafts) ethics

home economics earth science world history biology

physics science computer science (IT)

SUBJect

1 zukō 図工

2 shūji 習字

3 seibutsu 生物

4 nihonshi 日本史

5 chigaku 地学

6 jinbunkagaku 人文科学

7 kobun / kanbun 古文／漢文

8 sekaishi 世界史

9 katei 家庭

10 shakai 社会

11 sūgaku 数学

12 chirigaku 地理学

13 taiku 体育

14 ongaku 音楽

15 kagaku 化学

16 rinri / dōtoku 倫理／道徳

17 rika 理科

18 butsurigaku 物理学

19 jōhō 情報
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY PART 2
SCHOOL LIFE

These items may be unfamiliar to people who didn’t go to school in Japan. 

To prepare to speak about school life, complete the definitions with the words below:

rajio taisō han/kumi kyūshoku tōban dōsōkai

gakureki shakai kiritsu daini botan watashi juku kateikyōshi

sekigae kateihōmon yobikō

1. _______________ are the groups that are used for organizing children in classroom activities.

2. _______________ is where a teacher visits a child’s home to meet and talk with the parents 
(usually the mother).

3. _______________ is when a child acts as lunch monitor and helps to serve food to class-
mates.

4. _______________ is a home tutor, usually a university student working part time.

5. _______________ refers to how society judges people according to their academic or edu-
cational achievements.

6. _______________ is a programme of group exercise, often performed early in the morning 
during school summer holidays.

7. _______________ is when all the children in the class change seats. It happens every month 
or so.

8. _______________ is when we bow to the teacher at the beginning and end of the day, and 
the beginning and the end of classes.

9. _______________ is a custom where graduating male high school students give the second 
top button of their uniform to their favourite girl or girlfriend.

10. _______________ is a private preparatory school for extra classes outside school, either in 
the evenings or at weekends.

11. _______________ is a private cram school particularly for students who want to pass uni-
versity entrance exams or who have failed the entrance exams and want to try again.

12. _______________ is an alumni association for former classmates, ‘old boys’ and ‘old girls’ to 
keep in touch with each other and their schools.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ACTIVITY PART 3
KUMI’S EXPERIENCES IN CANADA

Kumi studied for a year in Canada, and was interviewed by Danny about her experiences. She 
made several comments about student life, but who was she talking about, ‘Canadian’ or ‘Japa-
nese’ students? 

Discuss Kumi’s opinions with your partner and decide which students she was talking about. 

With regard to studying …

1. ___________ students are more motivated and study harder.

2. ___________ students do less reading outside class.

3. ___________ students go to college with a clearer purpose than ____________ students.

With regard to money … 

4. ___________ students rely more on their parents for financial support. 

5. ___________ students get student loans, and work in summer to pay tuition.

With regard to cultural and organizational factors …

6.  If there are problems, ___________ students have to take individual action to get counsel-
ing or advice.

7. ___________ students are less independent with regard to attendance.

8.  ___________ students are treated as equals by faculty members (a polite fiction) and may 
use first names when talking to each other. 

9. ___________ students are more frank and more likely to stand up for their rights.

10. For ___________ students, the student and faculty structure is more hierarchical.
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unit 11: FAMOUS JAPANESE PEOPLE

Warm Up p. 70

The first question leads into the conversation in which Maki discusses a survey. The survey 
revealed that many British people struggle to name even three Japanese people. It’s interesting to 
review students’ suggestions before doing the listening.

If your students are going abroad, recreating this survey makes a simple yet enjoyable ice-
breaker to do with host family and friends.

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG  p. 70

The answers are:

1. Morita Akio was a businessman.

2. Yamamoto Isoroku was a military leader.

3. Toda Natsuko is a translator.

4. Hiraga Gennai was an inventor.

5. Koizumi Junichirō is a former Prime Minister.

6. Kuroyanagi Tetsuko is a chat show host / an actress.

7. Mino Monta is a TV presenter.

8. Nitobe Inazō was a diplomat / politician.

9. Miyake Issey is a fashion designer.

10. Tange Kenzō was an architect.

BeFOre yOU liSten  p. 71

Spot the deliberate error! Can students find the error here? Of course, in Japan, the famous faces 
appear on the front of the banknotes, not the back, as stated in the text book. In Britain, the 
Queen’s face is on the front of the banknotes, and famous Britons are on the back. In the USA, 
as in Japan, the famous faces are on the front of the banknotes. How many famous faces can you 
name from the most commonly used American banknotes?

• $1 George Washington

• $2 Thomas Jefferson

• $5 Abraham Lincoln

• $10 Alexander Hamilton

• $20 Andrew Jackson

• $50 Ulysses S. Grant

• $100 Benjamin Franklin
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There’s no need to confirm learners’ answers before listening. All three names appear in the 
dialogue following the pre-listening activity. The current Japanese banknotes depict: 

• Noguchi Hideyo (1,000 yen), 

• Higuchi Ichiyō (5,000 yen) and 

• Fukuzawa Yukichi (10,000 yen).

liSteninG p. 72

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.

liSteninG checK p. 72

1. Which Japanese person is best known in the UK? 

 Shōwa Emperor (Emperor Hirohito)

2. Who did Maki describe as ‘an amazing man’?

 Fukuzawa Yukichi

SpeaKinG QUiZ: WhO iS it? p. 73

•  This three-step quiz provides an enjoyable contest between teacher and class. It also provides 
a template for the ‘Famous People Bingo’ game that follows the quiz. 

•  These examples (below) are offered as suggestions. Some are more difficult than others, and 
teachers may wish to make their own versions. The first one is given as an example in the 
textbook. It reveals all three questions, whereas later ‘mystery people’ should have the infor-
mation revealed by the teacher one hint at a time. Students are only allowed one guess each, 
so remind them not to shout out too quickly.

1) This writer was born in Kyōto in 1949.
2) He’s one of Japan’s greatest living novelists.
3) His best-known work is called ‘Norwegian Wood’.
murakami haruki

1) His real name is Ōno Minoru.
2) He was born in Hokkaidō in 1936.
3) He’s an enka singer and composer, and sang ‘Namida Bune’.
Kitajima Saburō

1) Her real name is Kamachi Noriko. 
2) She was born in Kurume, Fukuoka in 1962.
3) She has a daughter, who is also a singer (Sayaka Kanda)
matsuda Seiko
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1) This artist was born in Osaka in 1928.
2) One of his works ‘inspired’ the Disney movie ‘The Lion King’ (Janguru Taitei Leo).
3) He is known as ‘the God of Manga Artists’.
tezuka Osamu

1) This movie director was born in Tokyo in 1898.
2)  He’s famous for his long takes (camera running uninterrupted, not ‘long shot’ from a dis-

tance)
3)  His most famous movies include ‘The 47 Rōnin’ (Genroku chūshingura), ‘Sanshō the Bailiff’ 

(Sanshō dayū) and ‘Ugetsu monogatari’.
mizoguchi Kenji

1) This athlete was born in 1972, in Gifu prefecture.
2) She retired from running in October 2008.
3) She won the marathon gold at the 2000 Sydney Olympics
takahashi naoko

1) This baseball player and coach was born in Chiba prefecture.
2) His jersey number (3) has now been retired by his team (Yomiuri Giants).
3) His youngest son is a professional racecar driver.
nagashima Shigeo

1) This beauty queen, model and actress was born in Hyōgo prefecture in 1971.
2) She was Miss Japan in 1992, and she speaks very good English.
3) She does a lot of volunteer work, particularly with the Japanese Red Cross.
Fujiwara norika

1) This comedian graduated from Senshū University in Tokyo.
2) He dropped out of Waseda University in 2006.
3) He began his political career in January 2007. 
hideo ‘Sonomanma’ higashikokubaru

1) This fashion designer graduated from Keiō University in 1966.
2) His daughter is also a successful fashion designer.
3) His business suffered financial trouble and he declared bankruptcy in 2009.
yamamoto yōji
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SpeaKinG: FamOUS peOple BinGO p. 73

(See ‘BINGO GUIDANCE’ in the introductory ‘GENERAL OVERVIEW’)

Partner A 

1. Akashiya Sanma 2. Amaterasu 3. Baishō Chieko
4. Yoshimoto Banana  5. Doraemon 6. Evangelion
7. Hamasaki Ayumi 8. Hokusai 9. Inoki Antonio
10. Itami Jūzō 11. Itō Hirobumi 12. Kōbō Daishi (Kūkai)
13. Konishiki 14. Matsutōya Yumi 15. Mifune Toshirō
16. Mori Hanae 17. Murakami Haruki 18. Murasaki Shikibu
19. Oda Nobunaga 20. Ōe Kenzaburō 21. Oh Sadaharu
22. Peko-chan 23. Ryō Ishikawa 24. Taira no Kiyomori
25. Wada Akiko

Partner B 

1. Atom Boy 2. Baishō Mitsuko 3. Chikamatsu Monzaemon
4. Chiyonofuji 5. Dazai Osamu 6. Kamen Rider
7. Kawabata Yasunari 8. Kitano ‘Beat’ Takeshi 9. Kitty-Chan
10. Matsui Hideki 11. Mishima Yukio 12. Misora Hibari
13. Miyake Issey 14. Nakata Hidetoshi 15. Amuro Namie 
16. Nichiren 17. Sailor Moon 18. Sakamoto Ryōma
19. Sōseki Natsume 20. Tamori 21. Tamura Ryōko
22. Tōjō Hideki 23. Tokugawa Ieyasu  24. Utamaro
25. Watanabe Ken

Wrap Up With Danny p. 75

Danny gives a little more information about the ‘Famous Japanese’ survey, and offers a chance 
for learners to write about their personal hero, who may or may not be a famous person.

Get reaDy / vOcaBUlary  p. 75

This activity (found on page 94 of the text book) introduces the next topic, ‘Japanese Movies 
and TV’. Encourage learners to prepare their answers to the questions, and to listen to the Unit 
12 Vocabulary and Listening tracks of the audio files.
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The following table gives an overview a summary of all the famous people mentioned in the 
various activities in Unit 11. 

Dialogues  
anD quizzes Bingo a Bingo B Bonus iDeas 

(not mentioneD in the unit)

sports
Takahashi Naoko*
Nagashima Shigeo*

Inoki Antonio
Oh Sadaharu
Ryō Ishikawa
Konishiki

Nakata Hidetoshi
Chiyonofuji
Matsui Hideki
Tamura Ryōko

Nōmo Hideo
Aoki Isao 
Ichirō Suzuki

history

Noguchi Hideyo 
Shōwa Emperor 
(Hirohito)
Hiraga Gennai

Amaterasu
Kōbō Daishi (Kūkai)
Oda Nobunaga
Taira no Kiyomori

Nichiren
Tokugawa Ieyasu
Tōjō Hideki

Himiko

politics
Business

Yamamoto Isoroku
Nitobe Inazō
Morita Akio 
Honda Soichirō
Koizumi Junichirō
Fukuzawa Yukichi 
Hideo ‘Sonomanma’ 
Higashikokubaru*

Itō Hirobumi Sakamoto Ryōma
Tanaka Makiko
Doi Takako
Ishihara Shintarō

art
Sharaku
Tange Kenzō

Hokusai Utamaro Toyokuni

litera-
ture

Higuchi Ichiyō
Murakami Haruki*
Toda Natsuko

Ōe Kenzaburō
Murasaki Shikibu
Banana Yoshimoto
Murakami Haruki

Mishima Yukio
Sōseki Natsume
Chikamatsu Monzaemon
Kawabata Yasunari
Dazai Osamu

cinema 
Direc-
tors

Miyazaki Hayao 
Kurosawa Akira 
Tezuka Osamu*
Mizoguchi Kenji*

Itami Jūzō
Mifune Toshirō

Kitano ‘Beat’ Takeshi
Watanabe Ken

music
Yōko Ono 
Matsuda Seiko*
Kitajima Saburō*

Wada Akiko
Matsutoya Yumi
Hamasaki Ayumi

Misora Hibari
Namie Amuro

Komuro Tetsuya
Utada Hikaru
Saijo Hideki

tV
Mino Monta
Kuroyanagi Tetsuko

Akashiya Sanma Tamori
Kimura Takuya 
Kanō shimai
Shimada Shinsuke

anime
Peko chan
Doraemon
Evangelion

Kitty Chan
Atom Boy
Sailor Moon
Kamen Rider

acting Fujiwara Norika* Baishō Chieko Baishō Mitsuko
Oda Yūji
Koizumi Kyōko
Takakura Ken

Fashion Yamamoto Yōji* Mori Hanae Miyake Issey Takada Kenzō
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unit 12: JAPANESE MOVIES & TV

Warm Up: the hall OF Fame p. 76

There are two ‘distractors’ in the list. As a bonus question, can students tell you who directed 
them? (Zatōichi and Hana-bi were directed by Kitano ‘Beat’ Takeshi).

Note:  While Japanese animation has become popular recently, Japanese film is best known for 
some of its classical masterpieces. Learners may not be familiar with them, but it’s good to 
make them aware of the rich history of Japanese cinema.

The directors and their films are as follows:

1. Ōshima Nagisa (1932–   )
 Boy (Shōnen) (1969)
 Merry Christmas Mr. Lawrence (1983)

2. Kurosawa Akira (1910–1998)
 Rashōmon (1950)
 The Seven Samurai (Shichinin no samurai) (1954)

3. Itami Jūzō (1933–1987)
 Tampopo (1984)
 The Funeral (O-sōshiki) (1985)

4. Imamura Shōhei (1926–2006)
 The Ballad of Narayama (Narayamabushiko) (1983)
 Black Rain (Kuroi ame) (1989)

5. Ōzu Yasujirō (1903–1963)
 Late Spring (Banshun) (1949)
 Tōkyō Story (Tōkyō monogatari) (1953)

BeFOre yOU liSten  p. 77

Most students will probably mention Miyazaki Hayao of the Ghibli studio.

liSteninG p. 77

Encourage learners to listen to the conversations as often as possible before class, without refer-
ence to the text. At this time they should focus only on the ‘Before you listen’ and the ‘Listening 
check’ questions, again, without reference to the text. Finally, when they have answered as many 
questions as possible by listening alone, they should listen again while reading the text.

Responses to the questions may be dealt with in class, and explanations given where necessary.
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liSteninG checK p. 78

1. Are Danny and his father’s images of Japan similar? 

 No, they are completely different.

2. How many Hayao Miyazaki films did Danny mention? 

 4 (Totoro, Kiki’s Delivery Service, Princes Mononoke, Spirited Away).

3. Why did the mother want her son to take her to the mountaintop? 

 She didn’t want to be a burden for her son.

vOcaBUlary BUilDinG p. 78

Some of the different styles or genre of Japanese cinema:

1.  Jidaigeki are period dramas, often set in the Edo era, for example, ’Sanshō the Bailiff’, 
‘Rashomon’, and ‘Ran’.

2. Kaijū eiga are monster films, such as ‘Gojira’ (Godzilla), ‘Mothra’ and ‘Gamera.’

3.  Seishun eiga are ‘coming of age’ films about young people, such as ‘Bu*su’, ‘Tsugumi’ and 
‘Koizora’.

4.  J-horror / cult-horror are Japanese horror films, such as ’Ring’, ‘Battle Royale’ and ‘Suicide 
Club’.

5.  Chanbara are sword-fighting samurai movies, a subgroup of ‘period’ dramas, such as ‘Yojimbo’, 
‘Musashi Miyamoto’ and ‘Chūshingura’.

6. Yakuza films are gangster movies, such as ‘Drunken Angel’, ‘Tokyo Drifter’ and ‘Sonatine’.

SpeaKinG 1: GUeSS the mOvie p. 79

As an alternative, give learners a time limit of one minute to describe the movie, and have their 
partner guess the title. 

One or two examples from the teacher, such as those given in the textbook, would set the tone.

SpeaKinG 2: my tOp 3 ‘mUSt-See’ mOvieS p. 79

Learners should list their three strongest recommendations for movies that best illustrate Japa-
nese culture. After listing the movies, they should be ready to justify their choices.

This could also lead to top ten class ‘must-see’ movies.

SpeaKinG 3: the enGliSh claSS tv aWarDS. p. 80

Learners may easily get excited and slip into Japanese when talking about their favorite pro-
grammes. Be sure to remind them of the importance of using English for this activity.
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REVIEW GAME #2 [Units 7-12]

BeFOre yOU play p. 82

•  Be sure that students understand the finger counting system. This is NOT ‘paper-scissors-
stone’, only two, one or no fingers should be put out by the two partners. 

•  Ensure that partner #1 asks the initial question (from the board), and that partner #2 asks a 
back-up question to get more information. Explain also that the speaker should always try to 
give reasonably detailed information to answer the question on the board.

•  All members should use some kind of token (an eraser or pen top) to mark their progress 
around the board.
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